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~ Priday, Decmeber 15, 1978
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DR. NILLXAME. MARTIN, Member.
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ebl -PROCEEDINGS 'V

8

I

MRS'OHEBS: He'd like to begins

Now I realize, in going back to a'matter that '- ."
V

occurred yesterday afternoon, that'ur and feathers may fly-"
, 0

all over again, but X do feel.X 'need to go back.

If you'l look in the transcript at page 5676@
S

Hro Fleischaker is cross-examining Dr. Smith, and if you look

down to'line 21:
m

"Assume there is substantial uncer.-
F

tainty wi,th respect to the fault slip,"

And then Hitness Smith responds.

t

V "g

-'«'i

qt'2

Then Mr. Fleischakerc

~p
'l3 "I don't think that answered my

question. Bust assume, however, for the purpose

of this question that there is substantial un-
" certainty in establishing the slip Xs

fault'ength

a useful tool?"

Nell, X focused, on the front end of that rather

than "Xs fault length a useful too12" and felt that we had

a vague, unsharp question.

Then kM. Norton objected:

"It assumes facts not in evidence."

Hell, after considerable discussion> we granted—
we sustained Mrs Norton's objection. But I want to make it
clear his objection, was based on the wrong reason.
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eb2 Our thinking was that we were dealing with a

2

8

9,

question of substantial uncertainty in establishing the slip
re

without focusing in on the fact that the second time it was

''askedthere was added "Xs fault lengh a useful tool?"

.:. Now we had a discussion the day before'about
H

hypothetical questions and hypothetical questions in an
V

m

administrative hearing, must they be based on the evidence
I

'hathas already beeri admitted? And the'oard, agreed with the
'I I I

Staff that in administrative hearings you dpi't have that,

strict rule of evidence,

So X just. wanted to make clear that you under»

stood the position oF'he Board. Xf that had been the problem

that the matter was

4 sidered that a good

on trying to recall

different from what

To get

not in evidence we would not have con-
',ll

reason, and so we really were focusing

language that we see now is slightly

we heard.

to another problem—

'MR. FLEXSCIOQKR: Excuse me. X'm lost at this

!0

point in the Board4s;discussion.

MRS o BOLWRS: Nell go to 5676 of yesterday'

transcript, down to line 21. That's where you start your

question, "....substantial uncertainty with respect to the

fault slip."
Then the transcript of course shows a period

e, c5 thereo And Dr. Smith responded, to that;.
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eb3 And then you say, on line 3 of 5677:

. "I'on'5 think that answered my ques-
)

tion. Just assume, however, for purposes of this

question, there is substantial uncertainty in

establishing t4he slip."

,8

)p

Then'ere you go on to say:

"Is fault length a useful tool?"
) I

We13., we heard the first question which didn'
I

have that addition, and then when it. was repeated with tha't
I

addition we focused on the front part of it rather th~ the

I )

4

)

)

'second short sentence there. And then that s when Nr. Norton

objected:

"It assumes facts not in evidence."

Now we know that a hypothetical is perfectly

proper when it's based on reasonableness. Now our problem,

in a very technical hearing like this:

When do you have that reasonableness if you don'

have testimony supporting a certain position or fact?

9 Later of course there was what amounted to a

~ 4$

motion for reconside'ration, and after >re heard 'more, and it
was really to the question of length, then we asked the wit-
ness to respond to her. Pleischaker4s question.

I just felt. we needed to clear up the position

that we didn't want a preliminary ruling to stand as if a

e-, hypothetical is not proper unless it, is based on evidence in
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gb4 the record.
/

Ne think, in administrative hearings, if'here',
a reasonable basis for it, if we feel, even though it hasn'

/
come into the record that there's a reasonable basis, then

we think the hypothetical is proper.

Nell, I'l give each one of you one minute to

7 ~ xespondo

8

i'

'I

)

Do you want to comment, Mr. NortonP

MRo NORTON: I )ust have trouble understanding

how one determines reasonableness if he doesn'0 use the test

of the facts in evidence. I think that's what. bothers me.

i'2 MRS. BOWERS: Hell, as Dr. Martin says, the

'p 13 witnesses will be help ful to us . in that. area.

MR. NORTON: In that case we'd have to stop and

f5

16

voir dire the witness .ro see if he thinks there's enough
t

facts in evidence to make that. hypothetical a reasonable

f7 hypothetical, and I don't know where that goes That could go

... off into Never-Never Land.

20

I understand your ruling and I'm perfectly willing

to abide by it. I gust, think the more proper test is that

the question assumes facts in evidence; that's all.
MRS ~ HONERS: Nell, it's easier when you'e

dealing with more general subject matter to recognize the

reasonableness.

DR. MARTIN: I think in this case it might be
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9

useful to take a couple of minutes to review a little bit. more

of the transcript, in other words at some point earlier than

5676 because it seems to me in this case that the
witness'I!

~ I

response indicated that he didn't believe that, was a reason-
! f

able assumption, unless X'm completely'-'.mistaken "in'y reading '

f
!

t'll

*I.k tk ~

of it. k

!

And X bel'eve we have expert testimony because
'I

we don't —we rely on expert's 'llright, and in this case"
*tt
I'f'tis up to them to comment. on the reasonableness of a '

hypothetical question.

MR. NORTON: Dr. Martin, the only problem X have
t„

I t I

with that— Hell, X have a technical gregal problem with that,

LCD
II

but that's neither here nor there.

But in substance the problem X have with that is

that. when you get a hostile witness ug there and he doesn'

want, to answer your question he just says Hell, that's an
II

unreasonable hypothetical. And then where do we go? You

know you can't leave it up to a witness as to whethex'r not

he thinks a question is reasonable The Board has to determine

'".0 that.

DR. MARTXN: Are you calling your ~itness hostile?

MRo NORTON: No< X'm calling somebody else'

witness hostile pex'haps.

DRo MARTXN: Nell, hostility hasn't entered into

it then, so it's a different problem, =don't you think?
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MR. NORTON:

5715

No, X respectfully disagree, I.

.0

think you cannot leave it up to a witness as to whether he
I

thinks the hypothetical is 'reasonable
',

DK, MARTIN: Really, we'e trying to find out
r

what the witnesses believe, or what. their .opinions are. And
eit becomes very difficu1t if you set down a contraining set

r

of ground rules.
pV

V

, My feeling is that's why the rules of evidence
P

p

are relaxed in the case of expert witnesses, and that we are

really more interested in what the witnesses have to say Chan

ip what the lawyers have to say about the witnesses4 comment.

MR. NORTON: I couldn'5 agree more. On that

portion of it I totally'agree,

MRS. BOWERS: Hell, Mr. Norton, some day you may

~
7

be sitting here and X may be sitting sitting Chere and there
I

willbe a different ruling.
I

(Laughter,)

Mr.
Fleischaker?'R.

PLEXSCHMSR: I think the Board's ruling was

2

correct. Xt is with some hesitation that X say that X have

to in part agree with Hr. Norton that. the sole test of the

reasonableness of the facts upon which the hypothetical is
based cannot be the testimony of the witnesses because then

he can just throw out any hypothetical you put to him.

I think that hid view is one factor to be
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considered in determinigg the reasonableness, and E- think the
r

Hoard's assessment of the record to date and the information

contained in submitted testimohy is 'another factor to 'be
III

considered..

One of the problems is the timing that we have

here, that unless we make al3. these people subject to recall,

ise cannot. test their position aga'nst the reasonableness of
'actswhich are submitted through the testimony of our wit-. -"

I

nesses.-
*

So X believe that that is- You know, because of

the timing problem,'t. is one, of the principal reasons for

loosening up the rules of evidence so that you aren'5 strictly
limited to facts in evidence

Rather, there are a number of things that are

considered by which you judge the reasonableness of the facts

'7

upon which the hypothetical is pr dicated> This
witness'iew,

the submitted testimony, the information elicited in

cross-eland.nation. That,' my view.

MRS. BONHHSs Hr. Tourtellottef

HR TOURTHLLOTTE E take it, we re commenting on

this for future purposes since this ruling has already been

made and the witness has already answered the questionP

e I

'3

s5

MRS ~ BOILERS: That's right. E wanted to clear

up the record. Zn granting Hro Norton's objection it's just,

as if we had adopted his position on the preliminary ruling.
MRo TOURTELLOTTE: On the preliminary ruling, but
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then you reversed yourself ultimately.
n

MRS. BOWERS: That's right. (le heard more We

then were able to focus in that length was the purpose.:-of ~

I

the question rather than just a vague question on uncertainty
4 t

MRo TOURTELLOTTE~ Well, preliminarily,let'me say,

that 2: think a good many people misunderstand the rules of

evidence themselves. I think oftentimes the people believe
b 1

that the rules of evidence axe devised as some medieval tool
I

,used by lawyers to frustrate and obfuscate the hearing, and'"~, 1 g ~

that's not what evidentiary rules are all about.
l

Evidentiary rules have evolved in the legal sys™
4

tern ovex the period of several hundreds of years and perhaps
'ven.thousands of years', back to Ron@n times and perhaps

*

before in our legal system. And the reason they do evoLve
I

wis because —or the reason they have evolved is because the

system itself wants to make suxe that the evidence that gets
7

~ into the record, into the basic factual situation to be con-
U

sidered. is reliable and probative

Now understanding that for a moment, and, if we

turn our attention to the hypothetical que'stion problem, the
h

real question is can you ask a hypotheticaL not based on facts

in evidence and come up with reliable and probative results'P

The answer is No, you can', because it; doesn'

have any relevancy or materiality to the px'oceedings. And

consequently, X believe, in the vexy technical, evidentiary
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A

sense, there were no facts in evidence for the basic assump-

'9onthat, was made, given the way the question was stated

I think as a pure evident9axy matter, then

I'xobablythe ultimate ruling was wrong, but 9.t's not fatal

necessarily to'this proceeding. And X say that because of
I

the way the question was stated. Xt was stated 9n two parts,

and the witness was asked to make an assumption about some-

thing which really either was'not 9n evidence or, if 9.t was Sa,',

I

evidence, propex reference was not made ta 9.t.

Now with that preliminary discuss9.on, however,
t

would also„point out that we are in administrative procead-

iugs and the rules of ev9.dence -are relaxed. This 9.s true,

Bu'h I think it is also important to understand that the rolas

of evidence aren't relaxed in administrative proceedings .a a

sox'" of open-door way.
" The rules of ev9.dence are relaxed only to give

the amount'f flexib9.1ity necessary to"insure that reli:able

8 and p)'obative evidence gets into the record which, for some

very ':articular technical reason, might. not, otherwise get in

thexe.

And also one of the purposes of the dhsvelopment

of the rules of evidence was to protect. juries, and it is

3
assumed in admin9.strative proceedings that the expert ise

necessary to shift out that which 9.s relevant:.md irrelevant

and that which is reliable and probative from that'hich is





ebl0 not, is possessed by the tryer of fact and therefore f if
evidence of that nature happens to come up dux'ing the course

I J

of the proceeding, then they will just simply ignore it'
tend to agree in some xespects with

Nr. Pleischaker, that, we have a ti,me situation here where it
might. require looking into the questions and determining

whether or not the question hypothetically stated bears a

reasonable relationship to the testimoriy that has already been
1

filed, and 'therefore is a proper foundation fox' hypothetical
t

question.

However, X thin3c so that. we4re all on notice if
we'e going to proceed in this manner, so that we'e all on

notice> X think that the attorney who is asking that. hypo-

thetical has the responsibility to the record and to the

othex'arties to give us an indication of what part of his

testimony, if it is his testimony, or somebody else's testi-
mony that he is xelying upon for the basis of his hypothetical

question, if indeed there is some bas's in his testimony and

;0

that testimony has already been stipulated into the record.

MRS. BOWERS'n that point". For instance,

Mr> Fleischaker we unders and wil3. have Dr. Graham here. Now

4> 2

~ 3

his testimony hasn'. been stipulated into the record, and

yet. we'd like to hear your xesponse on statements of Dr. Graham

in his testimony that Kr. Fleischaker might want to use now

ez
with these witnesses.
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confronted with is what, if we spend three days listening to

hypothetical questions, based. upon Dr. Graham's appearancet
,
~

and for some reason —and I'm not implying for a moment that
'I

Hr~ Pleischaker is not going to present him, or that Dr. Grab

is not going to show up, but if for some reason Dr. Graham
"*)

') *'(
(

never shows up or if Dro Graham shows up and then't turns out

that half of the questions which are based upon, presumablyf
4 l ) I

I

what Dro Graham will say Dr. Graham himself turns out not .

jf /7

PI

V

f

,yP-1

Pi,'2

agreeing with, then we have a whole bunch of hypothetical

questions in the record which are not really relevant to the

proceedings and are not. reliable and probative, and we have

4'- 'I 7,I

w5

to sift those out from the ones which are reliable and proba-

)tiveo

Xt's a very messy process. There is some danger

there and there is a risk to be run, and I'm not sure that

~ 8
it's worth it.

f9

.0

-2

J 3
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MRS. BOMERS: Mr. TourteU.otte, ve have a couple
I

cf science arakc1ea chan haec hain mirhed for ictencificaelon,:

=,X" 'don't believer they'e been offered in evidence..SuC ishat
f

'C

;;is your position Mhen you have a" prestigious scientific

p~lication Like that docenent and people have takan posf;»
'p

A

':Lions %ho %Is ve heard testislony frolR vitnsc$ 88 Chat" 'Ch'ef

',c-.,eigoy ~ vezy finq reputation in thei scientific commurd.~.,
I

.r-.r ">"",, "'R KOURVRXXOTTEI Mell X Chink in Che:,case of,
'p

„,:ae" article —and X sun xelatively certain that a cheek ef
C \

\

~%ijmore again cauld indicate, and also Davis on acbain9.stra-

" Cive lang auld indicato that Bxl &~crt can give his op&ion
*

.",.Of another e~rt'8 opinion if, indeed,,Chat has any bearing
~~.~.P4'

Pe

'bx'any relevancy to the story Chat he is telLing'.

/ So Chat X believe Chat a hypothetical, if a
C

px'dpez'oundation is Laid o Chat the 48cpert %7itne8$ %who is
.Caeatifying has knowledge, of this article and if he has-.

~ 4

'read the article and has taken it. into cbnsiderationt even

if he.'as discarded it,, then he can be questioned about his

IP

,';.opQdon on that article vis-a»vis= his own opinion.
1

But it has to be in the article, and X really
believe it should be a matter 'that is in evidence. Xf it
is berth asking a cpxestion about,, X think those articles
OIIght to he placed into evidence.

And Chen you have Che process of asking questions

about hypotheticaLs of opinions Chat are cLearly expressed
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and are clearly in the record, and then ve don', have the
t

problelhe

Mow I would grant you, too, that in the'. admini-
't

strative proceeding 9.8, aga9.n, we perceive that at least
( I J* ",t

( (
(,

"some of these people»- Graham and Dickinson, 9.s 'that vhat

-. v'e're talking about2
l

. MRS. B(X&RSs And Hall, ~

NR. TOURTELLOTTR: Graham is going to be her'e,
\' 'j

so I think me might reasonably look into that I don't knox'

. about Clarence Hall. 1

I have some difficultyv9.th the Clarence H511
fi" ing because Clarence Hall may never get, here, and Clarence

'all may have scmeth9ng entirely different to say about;

the article than he emote smne time ago. And that. degree of ''
'ncertaintyalso mcdces those hypotheticals very, very

'ulnerable.
I I!

MRS. BK&RS: I was recalls.ng Dr. Jahns'ro»
fessional opinion of Dr. Hall. And of course, he was v'ry
complimentary in the scient9.fic community.

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bawers. Can I re-

spend to that small portion of the quest9on2

MRS. BGWRRSi Yes.

.MR. BOREDOM: I'm very bothered by the ruling
t

J

that because something appears 9n a magazine like Science

"or Bulletin of -- well, there are all kinds of references

W; have been referred tc m> e and that someone has »-
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Dr. Jahns Rind of 'reminded me of a eulogy +hen he spoke of
A Sg *

'-'Dr. Hall in. light of shat vms going on.with his articl'e. '

\
, ~

But because someone has a good reputati'on doesn''3'
mean that every piece of cwork he does is correct or every '

opinion.he holds is correct. X consider Hr Tourtellott'e and "

'll

'Hr.'Zeischaker and hopefully myself all have fine reputa«"',
.: tions and ve clearly disagree and one of us is clearly'-

2 4«'~ng or clearly right in some situatLone. Re're never*'all
0

'ight or all wxong.

And gust because an article appears in .a maga-
C

E"iine and the person vho +rote it has a.good reputation
2

'eesn't make the facts of that arhicle evidence. And there is
l

absolutely no basis to place anything like that in evidence
2

v'ithout someone to sponsor it and lay a foundation for it.
And X gust strongly disagree vith any notion that because

something is published someplace it goes into evidence.

Nev there are exceptions to that. Xf you'e
4

talking about U.S. Census data and stuff like that. it,'s
a government publication, the facts stated therein can be

"presumed to be accurate and correct and that cay be accepted
4

into evidence.
I

But the Graham and Dickinson and Hall articles,
they axen't that kind of information. A USGS or a geodetic

map, for emunple, that's fine, that can go into evidence.

.%mt's gush facts, there are no conclusions draem. There'
44

'WEE
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no opinions involved.
1,

Bu'hen you start putting in article@, that pro-

pose 'theories and draw conclusions frcaa thosq. px;o~sedR Cheories-

'vfthout a foundations X think Chat'8 a trave@ty o+,'the rules
I 1

'1

.oE: evidence, X really do, X don'C care of 9;C's, adpMistrative
R

".proceedings. or tom hall meetings, X gust think.thjt's very
R

~dangerous'1

I

MR. PMXSCKQtERc Okay, X'd lance to respond.to ~,
R I

that

Ne've got. a whole lot of articles that were 'put
R

'L

inta evidence as a result of Sir. Morton's suggestion and.
, R

'w'illingness to stipula.te-~a stack of dccuments Chat b9.cj

that were written by Drs. Trifunac and Xuco (imdicatingf.

.'They'e not going 4o be here for you to crass-examine", Mr.
R RR I

; Morton:, Chat is unless you want them here.
)p

So X would gust note that inconsisten~ in coun

= ar~lnte ~ IP

R

But let me go on to the substance.

X don'C thinlr. Chat. the heat for determining

"whether a fact or a hypothetical can be based on a particu-
laz fact is whether it is in evidence. And X tM.nk that
that's —you lamv, t'mt's where the argument here seems to

'reak down.

X believe Chat in an administrative
proceeding'here

is no rule that. Che fact be in evMence for a nmnber
RR PP
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of reasons ve discussed. But X thQQc the real question 'is,

.for'he Board's determination —for example, Nr,...Vpurteilotte

'pointed out that it may turn out that some of the hypotheti-

. cale that axe asked early in the proceeding, that.'Me, facts'
~

."'-,:aran!t clearly estab19.shed or there is some unceit'o'inlay

Mell vhat. that goes to, X thQOz, is thi weight.'I

';<u4;the» conclusions that one draws to the hypothetfcals,
= | ~, ' ~ l

is left to the Boaz'd s discrotion ~,.

Xou do ran i risk in in administrate.ve'roceeding, '

~

't hypotheticols asked early an, based on facts '@ha't 'are
~ ~ v

'",'n'ot'n evidence, may tu~ out to have not, much weight. But
1

"that's the risk that the rules of administrative pr'ocedure:

.",'assumes, that the creation of weight is Left to the Board. ~
0g% ~

t

>, An4-.their conclusions on that matter are determined at the

4'ind'f. the proceeding.
a

g
'ia ~
'I

MRS. 3(XKRS: Let me go back'to a point that X

"-'ra'ised tvo or three days ago vhen something similar came up.

Xn the two weeks of evidentiary hearing on

. environmental issues —and X knov you reran't with us then,

Mr. Pleischaker —but the Joint Xntervenors hect scads of
ax'.ticles in magazines and there vera some that vere not, par-

'it'ted because it vas sort. of not in the scientific vorld
"oi not peer reviev and that sort of thing.

Dr. Martin, as X mentioneed the o'Chez day, cmn-

-. par'ed'one of tham to National Ceo xa hic which he en)'eys
~L I g ~

"C
i
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reading buC dewan't eonsidm ,a scienCific, necessarily a
If

scientific documont.
I

, But, anyway, in Chat hearing —and you vere Chare,
I

Mr. Norton, and. Mr. Tourtellotte Cho Xntezvenors'ounsel

mu3.d cher Co either a Staff oz 2LppU.cant viCness--v%11

identify an article: "Are you C'mal,lim viCh it2" "Yes,
I I I'

'

even have a copy of it here in my briefeeae."'
f If—

4 t

, So then cgxestions could he asked: "Do you agree

with Dr. Expert in his article +hen he says such-and-such-and-

such-and-suchT" And of course, the viCness auld respond.

'o%, llQW does that situation differ fry %fhat %@8

have here, +hen ve have the arCicles fram
Science%'R.

NORTON: Mrs. Bmus s, X have absolutely no

problem with questions being asked on articles, in other words,

asking someone: "Have you read itf" 'Yes, X have." "Do

you agree with the conclusions?"

X tldnk it's perfectly p~~, it's done in all
k9JRd of legal pzceeQdingse Tibet'8 different than plied.Exf

the article in evidence to he considered by the Board or

the )urjj or whatever the case may he as evidence of an erpert

that the conclueion otated in Chat article is evidence.

Xt's not there's no foundation and no opportunity to eross-

exnmine and that's +hat X object Co, not the use of the

.3 i5trticle for c OQS 63lsGline purposes ~ X hcvfe Lo 65)ec'Non Co

that.
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HR. PXZXSKGLKHR: X don't Hd.nk that was in
I ~"g

E

answer to your gueetion. I thBak you mero analogizing She

asking of a Q~thetical question based ca facts @mt s6ght,.

appear in an article with the situation where you test a
N

l

- +itness'pinion based an the article.
I

MR. NOR%ON: Ãy anawer to Chat Xe, if the Cecum nt ..„',;
1

J' *

Xs !1Ch Xxl SVidcciCS thlRL Pdll CISE''lh bsss lh hppothsMcR1 oil
4

fi
I» qP

Nero if you have a witness sponsor that article

and get, it into evidence +here there'a a foundation and

proper cross-exasaknat9.on and that, article ccmee into evidence,

then you can ask all the hypotheticals in the ewrM you +ant

base@ on the facts in that article.
But to a8?c hypotheticals gust hecmse sccmone

has read an article and then start basing all kimL of hypo-
r

thaticals based on that article is not proper in my opinion..

And you %net, X've Lost this battle, I don't knez

My ve're really re-arcpaing it, but I ruat don', think it'
proper ~

HR. TODRPELXCTTEs Est me nerve 'a couple of pointa.

One is Mr. PX,eischaker said that he didn', think

there was any rule in administrative lax that required Hmt

the matters be in evidence before a hypothetical is asked.

And I +cold simply invite his attention to AIAB-334 Mich

says that:

"Hypothetical cpxeetions may ba
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propounded to a ~itnass. Such questions are

'roper and heeeme a part of the record, heaever,

only to the sxtI5 that CLtcfy include fcLcts v'RdLeh

are supports by aha evidence or which the evi-
t

dence tends to prove

Hav X think that's a fairly ahraightfmvard

statement in en administrative tribunaL which, therefore,

, is a rule 'that She facts have Co he in evidcmce.

couple of things X mant Co nay.

One commexat X vnnt Co make.io that oftenthaee

people really use the bm9ness about his ic an administrative

proceeding and cm don't havo to ebs by the rules of ev3.-

dence as e cop~ut for alleging peop3Le to do virtually
anything e

And what ean result and frequently dces result

is a breakdem in the Judicial nature of the proceeding free

an effic9.6ncy etandpoint. Xn oWer ~rds, a breeTaiem of

;)uncial. efficiency. And also, it recite in building a
t

Irecord which has no real meaning and no real —it's not a
I

sa)aes ef wheahez ia hss any weighs es neh,'h dense'a have

ant weighs aa aii if shave ase ne faces in, evidence.

Then one H.nal point ie that v9.rtually everything

that Hr. Pleischaker +ants to do hv asking the hypothetical

he could accacnplieh if he does it the right may.





,agb9 There Ls a wy —the question es wze taXRLng
[

about yesterday, which X still. maintain var haproper because

the basic. foundation upon which the question vas based is
'*

improper because LC'e not a fact in evidence, Lt's a repze«

san@ation of counaeXo E can see sitting right hez'e hm ho

could ask exactly the same question and get emactly the samm
j'

reuuXC in a. proper vey without limning afoul of Chis rule'

of. evidence *''.
Shen X was in priva~m practice X +as with—

at the thae, X thought he was a very old attorney, right nero

LC dcesn'C seem like he's so old.-

(Laughter.)

But he had a vasC amount of cmperienco. And he

said, you knev, 'the rules of evLdence are important and

eesmt~e they give you a hard Chas, hut Lf you stop and

think ahouC anything long enough, there is a way Chat you

could accamplish the came task and stay within the rules.

And that's what you really have to do in trial ~~mrk. You ruat

have to stop and think about it and you can shay Mthin the

rules and Reap the integrity of Che record.

Sow I knox that may sound Co corns people like,

weXX, if that's the case, then these are foolish evident'.ary

rules. But that's not really the case at all. Xt is a

matter of placing direction and emphasis on your gcestions

and not, putting your questions Ln Che context Chat. they run
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!

.afoul af the ruleo Anil when You place youtr questions in
'hat,eon@mt, et the same Rime, the record is going to he

reliable and probitiva.
II I

X don't thigh X anally disaepree with much of

anything —X Con't think Mr. Merton and X a+a disarming
about anything'ecause you. Can cQR 4pxostiomN about arielsg. ' ',,'"-',

it, can be done in a particular way. But you. can't rely upon.,
I'

the truth of the mILtter asserted in Chesi articlea.
t

I t.

That'a basically what it's all about You have

to rely upon thia expert's opi&on ef leer whatever opinion

is registered in that article i@.ll affect their ulthnate

result and that's al1 you can de. But you can de it that

way and you ean accanplish exeat the same tach.

Xf Yeu want to reverse tho role, X can take

aXmoot any goeil question and mete it into a bad one, evS.-

dentiarilly.
So X would @haply say that, for. the purposes of

both (A), insuring the reliability and relevancy of the

evidence that we adduce in proceedings and; fb), For the

protection ef the )udicial efficiaacy ef the entire. pre-

ceedings, that we stay fairly close to Chic rule of evidence

and not pump on the bandwagon with everybody else that
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BRB~ SÃIZH88 X spsKht a XittXQ ev8r a your'Q

a Koar&g Rmmknaz in Social Security cales, and SS pmcsn'h,

099 9 percon %sees disable.lityo And I ha2 an evichmtiaxy

accord +hexa physicians came Co ditch'orant conclusions as Ce

the physical atmCe ez She mental state of the claimant, and
I 'I

X had expert wLWosaes, a medical advisor and a rehabilitation
II

,, ~srC +ho +as n Pho 9. phychoXogist'with special wezk in
I 1

vocational rehabLXLtationo

And it was a breeze to ask hypothetical@ be

causo you Rn~o I hadn't yet mme to a conclusion but

aosmhag Cho pszaon can't stand mom Cmn tALn minutes can'

3
ILftmere than N.vs pounds, and Chis sorh ef thing, Chen

+hat. Ls your opinim as to his abLXLty to work, and Lf so,

at +hat Rind of
)ebs'ut

this situation deesn't Zend Ltoe&'o that

8asy reecho

NRo HOEPONa And, Nrso Hearers, the distinction
thozs also Ls that - X happened to practice befog Chat Ln

Phoenix a nuraher oS CLmiso and the dLMozanco thsze is that

that gaea up through an administratLvs process and that'
roallyo you RnoMo the Rind of second ez thLrd step you'ze

dsecribingo And then it goes te Has&,ngtono

But thon, Lf She clahxent Loses, hs starts Ln

the United SCates Qistrict Court, trial de nova all over

againo
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That isn't the case,-hsroo

This LN the so called Fsderal District Court

lt
5

f ff

Csiai (hs novo and Cha only Ching Chan comas afsss Chin is
5

an appeal, ne new trial, ne other Zenana in which to put, in
ovMenceo This ia ito Anc% X Chink va have Co be exhzemsly .

'

.cazafuX, Chat4 —. You know~ the Ching X enviaion e9.th,(this,'
t

article business is Che way ee try nuclear cases in the futmeo
'5

Ne call all e8 cur consultanCs to go out and publish a lot
1

of articles'. Just heap publishing, fellowa, because when

vo get to hearing we4ro going to hmvs a weight conbnNC and

~eze going Co hmw articles Chat weigh maze mere Chan the

other side.
v

That4o net, the way you Cry caeeso You go bio the

factso

XC4s not a paper swight contests it'I a factual

ovi@BlttilMQp hearings and X thi1gc cfclOVQ got to sti~ with
facts of the witnesses whe axe hex'e4 and not place ~<to evi
dence articles that no one has a basic te lay a fomadation

5

foro

And X Chiak the reost important thing that
Hrfo Vourtollotte said is Chat you cannot rely on opinion in
articles when the author is noC hero to be cross~xamined.

HRSo BOHERSs He also said ho thought both

articles ought to bo in evidence

HRo NOBTQMe X think ho4N dead wrongo





HRo PXRXSCHMBRa Can X focus en one —.
t

NRo TOUSTEGXAHM'8s Hhich articles'F
I

MRS BOWERS ~ The two Sat.cmas articles

kDo TOURTBXLQXTEe X den't mean that ahoy ought. Ce
I

be in evidence right nemo X said X think they ought to he in

evidence befoxe ahoy'xs used to base hypotheticals cno
I *

MRS. BOMBS'h, X misunderstcedo
r*

~

Ht TOURTELIM5%:e And X den't think that X8

Clazence Hall Asnot going to be here X Can'8 think his shoMd

be in evidonos at all in the first placoo

Hero's another pzobleno X alluded to-Chis

briefly bsfoze~ but one ef the problems ef testing semebedy4s

opinion about an article that sommmo olso +rote, particularly

if they +rote it a year oz taro ago, is that and this is
particularly true in an gaea Like pmlegy and seisanlegy

whore it,4s a developing sort ef science and there is new

information that is developed on a re~xkar basis, that ia,
amre and more Rncvlcdge ie being gainedo

X8 ve use that @s a basis for, say, stating

hypothetical.s, hens do ve knew that, fa), that person +ho

%meta the article could defend it if he mare really bore

and {b) ~ hev do %fat kn~ h+ veuldnot change his mind if he

vere here and (c), if he ue e cross~xamined, he might shed

acta new light on his article which mould demonstrate n

.- nuance that yeu er X oz She other vitnesscts do not perceive
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that indeed makes his article say something that ien't
Freadily apparent Co us2

So all those things and probably thousands of

others could happen iZ th MitnGG 'Aero right horsy snit thclt~s *

~y it's important to have the witness there and sponsor it
into evidence before ms get into the business oC emmlning

people on the basis of its importance
f

NRSo BGWEHSe. Mslko Hro Tourtellotteo the Staff
I

I
I

supported the idea with Qrso Trifunac and Luco that their
'I

docunmnts come in but that exceptional circumstances had not

Men eshcMishod Co subpoena thrum.

NRo: HORX'ONs May I respond to that2

Thai parties can stipulate to ignore any rule of
vidonce they vanto That4s what a stipulation iso

NR" PLEXSCHAKERs This party didn4t stipulate

NRo HORTOHs And ve did stipulate that they couM

New Si.f Nr Pleisehaher is saying he doesn'

t th@m in and heos going Co g+@p them outo then he can do

MRS SGWZRS: sut ve don't have a stipulation

unless all parties agzceo

HRo NOMCMa Yes, I'm willing to stipulate Chem

in'eo Tourtellotts is wi3Rag to stipulate them ino The
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He@ I didn't zealize Chat Nro Pleis@uOauz had
e 1

raised ea objection Co Chs zepezts ef Trifunac md Xuce heing
E

placed into ovicZsnceo Xf indeed he is ebgoctinq te these
'onmentsheing p3Laceck into evidence, his objection shoaM be

sustmined
1 '; I

ERo WMXSCHAKERs N@it e second He ze losing
P A

. sighto The cyaes&en has to ga Co the zelhability endo
a

I think what ye a@ad Co focus on, eao Ching that
I

is helpful Ce focus oa is what is Che puzyese of the czechs-
*

" '-

emmiaatien and mhat is Chs harm if ms pzoceed by very of a

hypethsCical qmsntiea and Che bases of the hypothetical gmss

Cioa ezen't strictly in
evidence%'he

pmpose ef czoss~xaminatien is Co Coat the

witnesses'iewpoints and oftonthaes it io uaeful Co uCilize

attialas Xiha Sai anat ~Ka asian ta bast bhaga viasyaints nii
zighto H~ it may be Chat Chay dcnot a~i with Cho bus'Ls

I'utifChat's Chs ceso that can certainly ha bzeught eut in
zdizsct ez ia czess QKR26naCLea by othcz'aztieso

XC may also ba Che case Chat at Che cad of the

proceeding Chat the diets which mes in ovideace do not tend

Co sl?ppezt ths basis fez'h+ hypethtill QtR88tioao

case the Board can gAve the aaswez te that hypeCheCical gues-

Cioa vezy XJ.ttle weighto

Suh in view of We fact Ctmt it's hnpozhant Ce

test Chose peep',eos epinicms wh9.le they'xe hszo and that you





evidcncs into the record, admkniatretiv3 proceedings recog
I
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= Con't have a batterJJ ef witnesses in the back xaom Chat yeu

i
t J

can bring up before they Cake the stand Co pat the adeqaate
'

.'nise Chat ..rules applicable te achaimistrativs proceedings
t,

roecgmiae Ch@C facts de not hava Ce he in evidence prier te
N ~ *s

asking the hype™dmtica1 cgxesticn
, I *rt

J.',.',.Xot me turn te the second pointo The second
,, -t

,—. point, is hanno %Hat, La Che he%'

The only harm Chat I'e heard Ls Chs parade eC

horrLbXes arcpumntg Chit Ls, Chat Coe much time wLXX be con-

Xittlo basis. Xf Chat's the case, Chn Beard certainly can

cot Chat olio I zcsan Chore ELRy be a point at which th
1

basis Cer @ho hypetheCLCQX JAE so ellt o8 kilter with Rnpthincf

Chat the Board has observed o- heard Chat they don't want to

MaIRCS Choir CRATE cn Ltz b+C Chatos Ch only boxful Chat Xovs

hearct Cedayo

RHthsaKR wl 1 tel I

One is Chat everything I said about hypothetical

qessticns is net something Chat I just amde zpo XC, Lan'C

sons argmaent Chat X dreamed up Co support a posi ion Chat

I have Those arguments azo clearly stated as being the

baOLS fer Che rule on RSking hypothsticals in HiglsMC on

evidence and Chaaeerlayne on evidence, and Qavia on





r

achahaietrative Xav~ and virtually evexy 'reatise and evszy'
'

ease Chat deals with it eats out these zeacene for why you

meat have facts in evMme8 h3foze you ask hypothetical
I

1

~ QcsstionS o
I

And X also vaa the one ~he argued ths Diablo

case which I cited a fere numen@a agro
D

HoM'et ms C~ brief'ly Co Che Tzifmac an8 Kuco,."'.; -.
I

„t

Chingo sine~ Chat +as brough< upo
( I

I x'mal3.y think Chat Chat aeymsnt is irrelevant
t

to the snnttox Chat ve'ze can8idl.kng hecate +hat ate had kn

Tz'iRIRc and Lucy tho TLCRUnac and Xsuco sit~~ticnp is Ch

fact that Mg Ploiacheker wanted aone dccuments in to eve

deaco and he CeM ua timt he wanted those dccmtente into-evi

dona', end Nxo Ho@Con +as willing'Co egxoe Co Chem Co caam
f.

into evi~n~o I +as v9.X,ling to agme'Co Chem combing into

evidence~ and Ego Fleischakez vaa in agmmmamt Ce Chem ecm&g

into evidencao And Chay went into eviCence

And gay viov ef Chat~ X don'C Rnev hce you em
I

cut it any othsL %ARyo LC. CcsRs Co lRs that Ch8,C is A stipe.EL

Hh4C %Mt had Rs cL 88pazatc Krgumz45ty hcMs %9''y

as that gust putting thos@ documents into ovidaace v@8not

enough for Bro Pleischakcro He alee wanted these people te

he pzeoento And Ln that particular caoe ~e have a act e8

@ulcc vhk.ch the Staff has an interest in seeing Chat they
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Bossy'4 agme w<Wo em@ we think it has no probative veXueo

OWezvkse we moiQC he happy to 'see it go into the zeco3.'8

So X see She situation j,s not xeaXXy compere
h

tive at aiba< and X a%so hefiem Mat ma have zeraXXy saM

enough about hypethetieals and what shauM he requfumdo

1

1

I

1
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MRS. BKKRSs K~. PleLechaker, em mmt ho ge eno

NR. TQURTELLOTTZs X raLssyeke a lLttle vhLle

ago. X'sed the team, "exfcmerdLnazy cLreamstancac," Lt'e
l i

suypesed to be "exceptLonal cirmmstanceu. "

'7:, ''and

NR. PLEXSCHAKRRs Rze me geLng into TrLfunae '

t

Xuco, Part Two?

MRS. BGrlZRB s Hell She pncerd 'vLll lhasa vhaO,

you had to say at the CLsM. that Chere van the dLacumsLen

and the decuaante and se ~ ver't do Chat again.

X started out by emyLng while ve did not str&Wly

agree that a hypnthetLcal hack te be based en facts already'

Ln evidence, wo iound Ln thLe eLhcmtLen Lt +as very diffLcu3.t te

dotennLne the reasonableness ef'n eammrgCLen Ln a hypothec:Leal
t

Lf there hadn't bmm to@any en Lt. So xm'll guet proces Q

A"e yeu ready, Fw. PleLecb~herV,

m. PmXSCaaKERs Tee, X'm ready.

%1ereQpQn g

STENART SMXTH~

BRUCZ BOLT,

ORMAZD PRASXERg

DOUGH@ .H. Hmaz,mm,

vere recalled as wLhmem=es en hahalf of the ApplLcai h, and,
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having becLn pzevioo91p cko3.y sean, ~e ezacained and test$ .-

fied fmChex ae feXXeve."

MR. PXZXSCMEER: X mu18 Xi.ke te have merke6

ae Joint Xntexvaners'Mbit-hmnbex 44 eerae pages- 83.era the
C

PS'.5to). X understand that i4'c ia evMemc:a but X

Roe

iQ, cYiCclescsg

thcmght Chat X vcuM haww Cheae eepioe made a
I

-' the Boazd and for the pm&.ee.'
,4 I

na. mom;am~ rf they'e aXzeady

why don't ve gast paso the pages axeman and

to max'R Cham up aa an exhibit and eezhle ep the ve3mao o8

NR. PXZXSCRXZR: X thought it eomM Le ewi&aX

HM. BCHERB: But they'ro in evidence, ercm't

NR NORTON: Yes.

(Khsrenpen, the deemaent

previeuely zeZexxed to .an

Point Xntcmrenezc EzMbkt
I

Hmnhar 44 vmro marke~3. fez
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MR. MOM'OH: Exouso me, before Ches deccmenh ie

6seQ, thsz'e am meme nemCiems amQ eCu2f a>~i8'zen Lu.
)

Cn Cl& Ds~~in en Clos sccen6 pQQQ MszQ Rzs scFM c@XGRXGi'Lions
o~

%ha~, on my copy, " car; read scram e2 the nmSmc> 5@4 neh

GX1 ~ On CBs fk~zsR pBgst Mez'6 Qzs 8GBiG ~LQQ %T 'V Qn "no

Are Wame ae cepieQ Z~ en> .&e PMR ex are Ches@

ColE5881 9 nCt'.88 er 'MQiilCg KIip'G ZtSTCP

NR. PXEXSGi~(EB,i X +bink ace.ma4eXy W'ciee urn

no@'em fram @Ac —Chose me pzebzSXy my noted. ~Acme zan

'cern'e feinh pen=LX ~+hinge here ~zhi~~ ms QrieQ ~n iz'@sic

hcife o vs had 9.C Xexo;.e8 this mmn~4g„nyya~nt3.y, Me@

did+'0, geC ent9.rely erased.

De yam md% "w have hheeo -Zmrvxe'R ev'e, X'A,3.

be happy Co 8o hhatV Oz va eaa pea~ idenClfy Chdeo %six."ge

Gn Page XS, eP- l~nee ~re~~ +3xe hetman, K".eve

me motte mary-Ange heNresn t4e @mrs, "-oheex~a" m:d "e3L'tp."

XC i~he like "uxor." had Ohms above Chs ~mrs, "khu14,"

thee is %he mme, "e."

On Page x6, en @he z<ahh=he,--d, mmgXn, ~2.e=r.-

are ecme figmes ~~~8 3.co% t:e ba n @bees vhKeh are i rg 'ainC

ancL clear2.y net p~~.h ef We tyX;cQ pac„e; K~@ Cherie h~
ceuneeX' cakcelahf dna.

There ie a ~.e-Gaea zarh ever en ~We 3.aft.-~ cerned, %he XeZ'h-ha-,8 ma~ku eZ'e page urn% So Me



e



second 3.inc unsex' end Chen there appame La be ma

underlining, ver~ faint m:derD.ae eade3. CehaX, Paeih

3en~. Under 4, on Page 3V, thee ie Xu Me fMah fu1X

paragraph, n "a~4 t Zippo which Pozma a part-parcmchezka

axoumR Me Xiaee which hagi+: "Ne believe....," and ~™~n

She second line +hie,h ham the hypeaaahsd ei:c~. ef She vmQ,
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!
cent.'abl

U @moil markings, %hey a~ net paris ef the F'83,R.

KS BGHERS- He'l rocoee ter LC-Mates

NPS. BONRM: Are yea raa8y Ce reeem'P

CRQSS-EXARCH'xiWZZOH <Bammsd]
J

SY NR )MXSCHZKPi:

Qr:. RsXM, ki: heginmKng tiKa mme, X ~~6.e.

U.Re Ca.d~ecC year ett~~Mon m Pacqe 5698 e She m:aaecT.kit.

De ye@ have a copy of Chs Craumm;S.ph ava~kc~le to
pm't

the Cable.

(Comment ~~md' wfi.taenia pa!~eX.)

MFA. BC%fEBB: N-. ho..bon, yea. guoO bmoc ~Use

?~ go~Ã
RRS. BGSERS: If'an oiu;~ mp 'ho~re.

MB. ÃORMEf: ThmR yea.

WXTtF-"88 SHXM: AXX r'c ht. X >~ve i8.

BY NR. PXZXSCKQZR:

Q To pet Chic Lnm centeM, va hei ~mat hem -":.Sa-

cuseing aMli"i'eu2. 3e gth as e teo3. Per "etmmia9>.>

the mezhumn ear~~eaka pote t$.aX e8 fms~ta. P~zQ vox 1~@a

3.is@cuX t~hc pzebkenne Chat ~Jeu had v>iCh i~tS.XLs9.mg thmh ."z

teel. And X went en Co ask you ahevt what em'e





allis~& and Joa eaM xaCe of clip.
Lah me dirscC ymz mCCenhion n z Co —and @au

fuxCher Bndkca@eQ ChaC yea 1m'evelop~& a wao~od@3+gy em

chic."in@ rate ei e3.fy Co pre8'cC mazLmm earChqunke

potenCia3.. X'd XQce Co Zol2cv @he cyzee~Jeve md the mn-

seam ChaL m in ~dce CranecriyC Bren 56O8 Co 5699.

SCarCing aC Xd,me 13> "Qees~n: K~ have yea

eeet thcao ecgzaCiene 9.n develcpkag porn Ce@CMony he eV

Amaver: Ho. QueaClen: %vp noh'nswer: Wo3.X, Zrank3.y,

X CheaghC WNa~ kf Z yreaan+ed mme z pre~uKure Chem X mrs
?mve Co defe.d ever+ mingle a~acC ef Mie am~)m~Cfene '&~4:

I
~ ~

M8nC 9JKCo iCO 3Rd ccns~dcz.Rig 8tLG ccn@cQCkonS aC 9.$ 588@
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MR. ~OQ~i~T~M~~s Y~y have a
me~ntV'S

o BOMBS c SQRGlij'o

(Pavmeo II

MR. KNQRTEX 4 TRs X'x, noQ, a."m QNaC the zeuI.

gmoCion haRe~ kw Cezxs oC zeXevaney, Ke mtmh~xer mA.e m+~"e-

QQ ~ ChQ pg~ Qg ~Q ~4~@@ ~NQ ~QQ~ey '~Q$ $p

zelmCls Co 8M Qz Smith ace Chir~ paztimla™ awh;eM3ogp

81LEj ~Ping GC 4~$ eQREe3,ikon JIG C 'RLB pR'QcsoQfng Qzhck i2 +oQ

dM not Zs elaia8 he dM noh use ChaC anhhc".8ol~~ %Ia)

aza g), he eXai:m or tan aeaCea almanac m=-a aa ec~s~'C





z'cally ~~@@9,6m@ Wa" Chal me"~~adalacqg- has en@ hemzkng- n>~n

~ opimkces ".~Mch he 'a e"pamby CcQm~o

He im Wa ere <he is M m baChe>: pee9."Lcm 'm

:d>he~e wheWe or @eh ih ~~s ham Chah h.Rue". e2'elet'en-

ehAp 8o hie epkakcm C".cQny mQ havSzg eCak~e2 Oh'h meme
'o

me We" Sh'e reh enlevan'aC Wm" ~ s)ho@%6 change 1+e

line e2 cpzsshicn:1+go

NHS BGPK'.Ba 'keXXp Qm'h ~re hu'se a a9C~L:)em,

h~+@9>p»>~ ~~@ >&P<.""-~ho~ F~~> ~.~ ~~ ~>+.~:N4~~P

REo TQFfRMXZA~2.F 3 Tr~~Tlh 8 CZ'Io S'Qh Q P''0 "hihV'~g

LSD QL SV9.<~BC @&M g"V~9, MS ZP"0 4)'P'>3" CQ ACQi3 &6 0 "KV 835

>a@ m~p shah he ha e&ach ia Cnl3.4ng m hhah Lmgv~<zing

L"ho @Me mn+Res.' @ah geRsg m @<el~~ any A+3.s.emir m6 pra5m-

. hj,ve mme.ho Xh Le NS.may @eire ho he -au aea8emii" ez:ezeise

|I%3Rco 3QRER cQ74c QzzkQgo3

mS. aourxea Va3.lo X gm« m nee~! Co n~~ a

fV CpZOSCAQF~So

277cN p L'iR'o Pli99.6ch@kc2'p M5E%E j~'6'Q Y"llf525'8'o

19Va dommmh yo>a'ze Cm~'zing aMzQ, Ween Eve'ea=m hh=

halva cpm cc~h ef Cm ~~AR, az:m'8 ycvP

F&o PX>XSCKK-.'~Re '2L~aC'a ver~
bMo BG'FZs™9a A".A KNcn ~re'a nppnrmhly

zighh —Illve hava ee-. ~~~~ yetV
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RRo HQRVQNs ~~4'n cerraeh.

Q MRS o BKP~BS s BRQ CK'6 %."8 GGR'ZSr 9~ QQE'GC'SX'~

atamdhag e8 &e eiCmKem &-4 @be v ~%~mao pzapxxec3 Che 'V~

imf'ezv~hAma es e zes@XC eS m epeeiFP.e rmvcrP. Kx'em KKC, aM

tedayV

ME. HQ'MQBe Ha, Mrao Pm~ze. lhaa4 he'e umping

!

f I

V

i)

ie CheC Cae pzecmEme he 8M M 2975 'e@C~e C:e e ms~ ace

servaM~i zem@Xco Bo eleve te mea a MCPezenb ncChe4 Cu

arrive aC a mirza zem3.Aehic neer fez pzzpenaa eZ dAa

hClRZXKLgo %5K% Q BHKVlC X RKC'SESCRRGL M,Hl CQ BC QI;p&~gp CBCa

Ch@C, pCS'Q CGER gQ 'hRlR'QBQL'h 88l8.$ ZGBW~CZXR<MCZt3. SF~P'C"i~@ <~ZVZ CZP~~w~

W ~<Eh, @ ~m mm~~C<mo emeai.'«~< ~~~~Co >~ horn@,

erg— Thim +@a a aeua8Xzg Mehniq>~~@ a-Q @ha.C he chase net

'Ce 6e Chmh La 82vLe heaz9zg, huh Ce Jean m'W vz e vamXishia

4LSSQRQCiCRC 4456 PM ACQQy ZGCDSL 'mKRRh Q, SQ GER.%8C2 ~VQRCL"h

Ceeumigun ce m maze eceee~~Mm ".~eim3.am Chu" 5e 8<6 9m

%So W+PwaSQ t<QU,g EZo PX8@MAPiaa~~F'" S QP~~SQ"- )QS

are aahLng hM a".>ah hnc chaagsQP
~ ~

Xe ~%eh eezraeCP L~hah azzman~:kaez >=".

O.~ M7 RTQMQH'e 3@~ he~a @ ~~z~>e @pgX"'3 "s9.4a

QR'SR~~@y $,$ CM J~igQhX4~~~ KTa PXS~ QCK~~.i(QT iQ KQP~CZlg ~H &~
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compere We malyaie he mme tRrameh ~n pzapareCiez far

Weue haarAmgs Ca eum zp vlW a zeelaeeie nmbvs» viCa a

bombing Ceermigue 4+aC ha BLED An XSVS c~ A 9ch ae nev =

cay@ emm ef hie esem„t9.~me?mme e3mn~m4. Xn @Chew ore 8a

he'e hebe @eked'e mneme m ample uMh ~~ erc~~ge 9.ns@ez8

I

K.: II

I

IQ

ef CaZckag ibm~ $~C Chio er guet +hah he'a Bme fez thea

heariz.go

He'a C~ing Ce cemgaze esse e4th @he e'er en8

trod +hah Z hear~ X ~a'C Sxkmk ~WaC em he Qemco

mr>zss @mme .=.e, arm rL~".. e- fmee~~e~~g,

JQ ShQQXCL SSG Vshhh T~4LQ MIMEQCi'CQ LQ VS HQQ 9th CKZQM

ZCISpCGECS CQ A% ~YZcC QUBGMRQo X~~ PCgitQ, 5$ QSSQPu~ O'0 888 WsRR5

324o HQMGFe Ve see v5a'h +~ qveeM~em was.

MR. FM~XSCZBkKP.s X'd LM:e ~ca eemmmh e~ Ch~h

Q BBQ QRSSMKC~il RoXV LQ3

PzevLCe nd&C.":.eaeX cHeevaa'en m8

~~gggg g~» Qg~~~~g gp@ ~~~ @@~~

5.aC mn ha e:.mchel en 2auXte ef various monks

bfACKQh CLRQ GRVR ZWCQQC $+$5$ 'Ro PGXQCS O'M QXS

CQf5$ XCK5 CQ a+MCQL'SC: QS~GRRCX'~go

Eev 4"ash mxoe8" em $roh ecmen'4 cmw e<A, aH &e

~a
air~ iC ecems ex<'f—

HB EQRRGMs Ewe~~ v~. Nay X hme She

cihatke" Ce We g~~ehiem'P X'm Czyheg m %md ih.
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t%o PXMSCKRZBEs Rod GXo

Kcv ~berm de ~ mppams She HRC gab ~~5 qaee-

G iceV ReXX, ifms Cez@ Ce Appmd@z A, Par@ XQQ md va Leek

a4 3, Gsfini~ziene," $c), ~e ace tRafh She cafe ehe@8ema
em'emhe

ia GafRze6 ee RaXXcmss

eerChcpamRa >~eh ke based men an evaRmn@kaa eP.

\
- y4;-t

rw i

@he mazimmn em~qexLe pnhmhieR cma~6ez9.ng +We

ZQACXLKX KiLQ XVVRL @~~&Xgjp CR58 Mt/iR~3.Clap
4%4'pecLEic

aharaeher".Xetiea ef XeeaX arWmm'"am

ILRCQZ'3,QXo XC S Mist SClZ'QKQ~+Q M.ikCii pZCXSVA"9$

We ua '~m, v9&zn@ozv @zemi macXea fur mhk.eh

~~~w >C~ehmeao uy@tcmo an@ ee'~em>~ mm

deaigme6 the zennia XmchienaE. o, o"

Me pai"C ie M~mh the chafe ahmC~w emC~~mine

$8 $884+ QM3R 89 8~HE~F'gg Qg ~~8 ~~~p~s~ QK~~TQM p5 %R~

CQaX.

Rh5,e gmnhk,~a zeaamaCe Yce App3,%em>~C Co @MAL'~C

in<ezm@~en, mgazeLhmg ~~'ho ea"fnef:a)e ea La 4+@ r«".xdLav~n wz~D-

emk<a petemCMX ef the mgkcm, ze 8"e q ' 4'.m + - ef.g." 6

Cb~iE? %2BSQEPi<~CQ 6iM~CQXp ZQ~'SVQQ4 QQ Z'QSQL'tCa5g R

eue@Cicm oz m ~aaC y mXama Ce Me~C'ing ~m m~e

ahehdhxen a~qmaSse ee Me@ enzthg~a B.s c'.eH.rm8 by @he

CCQRLKSOiC o S E@gQXQM~Qo
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Q
F84 SGRZGBs And, Nreo Ba m.-.e~ Qsa waepense Oe

-I

the@ K. FXekaeCmkez )AC znnC eem&Qag ~~8 Mess argm6

v>aC, ~C ~~'8 @aPo <8 <~ i~~mn g "mw@ ~C:~uzi v'>raG~;rv

ground msCiem fe vhaC im )me zend~ me @a~a he'e ehmge6

Shah ha™M Ca e~hgmke~ am6 ~Neh~a a vugg CeeLn~enX mzc4er

4haC em aezh pme3. geCa QAe, yea ham, ~~6 Q~ka pleio 8cc~.

Kacy ze taXM.v.g nbeM gzcvendt mehicxm.
l

NEo P3SiCM~CRGL )@54 L'SC6 S~~ cM8 SSCR ~ZQMfkC

i

rmMee zM emX~ a~~Q'gvm~e

xn, ~caseams, ~e pe>ne s.r ~a,. ~~-. ~m, ~tee

KC CCXCQXQCSCa LSVS MGS 8W QXCZRC~ZwEVQC:KV4 QP.5i~~2Zo KB~

mhnC, he Xa eayk~g am im WaC ha hhM~a he can g<cer' e v~
mam r~xmM,eh9.e ussr'-wa

agaAa, z a~'" h~ve my avgeeWen ee

K-. Pled.eehmkor sm «Mg @9m qmeMcms abeuC ~ a ~e he

@@cpa C~Mg "e ~-~C hi a emma a Csun w2.Ch ~~ehhez'Me%

4RLCW~ScV NS~Q QP SBB3LQ'99.8y CtKLPi. 5~4pM~g 2&8 ~QiC3 /AM; RQZYZspdRGRC

ehmgeP Bm@ Ch~p'ze net We ca~ rmRAc8mo

MP~o FXBPSCKWKC BS+ PZc MÃi8 r>PC.~ 'A> ~Opal'FiM'

heemme X heXiawo C!ac@ &no Hem~ hnv miaemmh".enQ ~aze

maRp@9.AX, fmmamzk". ef B~ip~m."Kz S..

AppGRCKZ ~% RS~~VRB N,~~6'B >~5 ">Cr"l -''-RQCAQg~

K~~"~~ CRZD~W ~Q~~CrLC3.o ~WSB Q~C'~~ + <M ~'.G ~:AVU

'am@iQ.e6 h-" n ~Ipse rw(. e2 mkea Dab ez en~ <~-..~Re.. Vf,

SÃL~aACXQ8 $ V932GM~cTff CZ~~iQ aCC49.455@ QEMl 4+@$4 ZQP~QS ~X848
A





GccQvcLLRg t '-

k~ mMm~m

emChg@~~e po@emhka3..

"Ko KQP2G+cis Z c7AZE 0 6~ $8LQE8co

&to 2'XBXSCHK~~Rs ZmC Shia gnaehiasa

KRo KGMCiks Z 8m'4 CLaagme vB,~W Lhmh. Z have

no pzcMem-wXCQs 4»aC '"e 8a 'M.ve Ce Qaf~~e Cha m~aLmmo yehea~

89.@X oaztham~e ee We Zmgzi Peel@ Me me S.e @ebbing tAe8

(%aM Pc@KG pAÃhXszL~&c~oj

NBSo 2'Bs Ve 6Mm48 ham eepLee ef C~~.s

tZKA>CÃ~pt l4@C Q~.g~ ~>G gG~ ~MB ~Q KS~~~EKgo pf> C~™

oR'Csz'g )@st @I Col L~QEz'~~g 5CREQQQg GEL6 K8 M st 5$vQ cR

Cctcll zoicXXQQ&QB 2 GvQI~h~<g Q5RC Mcls scil ~j3$C8Ã65/o

Pe de Chzk ih'e mppre~z'mto ~h 9~ ~he
g@Q~ ~@ Qggg@ppyg@ Q@~@~ ~78 7g pygmy'~g~ appal ~go

poa~tLon "edna m>Q e>c~e~wnr. ~&g ~~ zeaM e~ p'aneknCme

KQCQBp@kcxKG 4'can ha~/ Wi~'c3@93 vil~ CQ C4r C Qz'BQ@y vs% 2 @Bc.
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NR. RORY': ~h.c. Smmrm, 9,C ae.:mq Ce ue M>nC e
V
L

~ Che .baeke qeee&em. Rn8 X Boa'C see vhy 3.C !inn'C @ohms ~it
1

'a~sered Me@.,'r Pate 6HPermee he'~x~en '75 aM Clay"P

4R PXBZGCRXtiKR~ X CRYi RECK'er Cbf83.XC 4!LC lRKDl

ez' cd@ XC~ CQ pzcPM h9.$ Cc5&%52Lp g
- =RQ X ChwKP ChcLC

Cbe Baird deCem9.ness WmC hbie ko em eppzepzkaCe 3.&ac Chem

e@gglC Ce Qg ~$$ Ce pr. ~ QJg Cs@C~4~qy

HBB. B%P~BS: Ro1X ~:e've geC evidence X@ %he

receded frem Sx. Be9.9h e~egCmg Ceo cLZZmrenC Chhncpa, a>Q axe

vcNC Ce ktK~—

PK ~ KORPQH: He

MR. PM~XR'CB&3RR". X C.krnkZ ~derx@emQ. Z V>~c

ChaC'11 acme emC, cad iC yes m3eB Ce hz'ing 9C c@C oz redirect,

ChaC's Hne. B@C Z'd like Ce pacha LC-

NRS. BSDM: (ennC9.tae5ng)»-&m c~iPfe ed mr.-

eXosieme, maybe Xe e bnCCaz ay eg a@y3mg 9.C. - - .-

n8C cRh2y 4 e M4 T$BQC Ce'y@cRf> gag c~c ~~Accg

needs Ce refXeeC ~haC'e hap,~ed.

NA. BOMKC: NR's. BQY@R'8, J.6C Rt8 "Q.d',"QCC CREST

@Ming ZC'a reC cm pas'bien aha ")-era are "~m dI.Z e~e@C

concXesfoae r.e ~moariiy; Chez@ a~a faire r3" Zfer~C:n<~~aQa:

Atld X CMQR SEQC'6 Bhp&PCP'~C. ZQVB Wh8 2iBiCO 5F~~6=- e2 CL

me~hod may he di "~ezmC BzC I'm.ma> ~e are" ~Bare hma hem~

CQQCBGQDp 833@C hkQ eezlcXE25ieD$ zlF8 Cbc 8~o ~&8 Z 6MB C





meaa Co imply ChaC. Andt KNah ie yeC'Ce 2m deveXepeB, X

think.

HR. PMXSCHARBH: MeX3L Z fhhdzA Z gee She

EEeard'e point, sad X Wizk 9.C is vela Ce8:em.

.MR. TOURTFXZAYi=2F.: bErm. Beware, X'a ~~ sam

heel Chic has came oct. X'm noh @me mheW6z Nr.2'Xei8chal.e

is going Ce pz'ecsc8 Ce %ok 444'l59sCkcEtG in Q vsrJJ $ CZ'Gfg48.

femme mmnmer aa She Beard Nogganhed er —as We Fear@'"

eemmenC augcEaeted, ez whether he'c ge9. g 4w ge pein@-by-

poinC. An8 X M%nM asay3xn i+a em hQ bn ere"~ a amnce eS @ha

Bo"rd en 0haC %camo.

Bah I vcns28 Lnvihe @erne aMen+kea M She Gaea

Mat, mmRer 8hz ~Red yen can pX@en remoeeW~o Mm4.re en

erose-exarch.innden. P~Q while 9.C nay he vms amdemica3Ey

inCsreating for ECr. PXeimehaE:er Ce probe Chic viW vezJJ

sharp ineCrmenCe on Wo othe'" ham@ x~e have amma Sndica-

&cns Zx'cd Slit <fS.+~QQG ~ML0 9.fh 0 FQR zs@XL'p rsXcvcnt 8Q

vheC's ~own@ en. And 9.8 Chare 9a a queetfoz i ..he Recar4l'u

Slinch @bOQC Uha@ XG 448 S."gR}kfiC%56'Qq k2 Snpt R3$ C'tM!CSR ~~hQR

'vss den& 568erjo Bz!8 vkiQla 5 QCE!8 LMFr7 p X MKP3f, 93M'5 90&29 g4'~>-

Seward qceaMen mn >~ aekeQ vi+2remR mweacanebXe XMih~'.",.g

Hv F2,69.6cWQW6r 8 rich '>Q cpesc QF~'~vs >S~i4 ~ hen i2 KQQ

KBGVGr 8 nC 86>XSPB 8&<"p Rs 8% Tl6$56 VQ CR'4 ~C h .&C Rn'

prebirg iC.

Bvh Z see hNa8 thoro's a pehenhiaX Per mashing
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Ia XaC ef Chne here. R<C I also e~ Che poCenCini eg Ace

.Board Co valse @~a rem!om>ie 3.QniCnCion aC @hie C~<~e on We
I

3CR'Q95-8ZCR~PMCLGQ So VA CMh MPVQ O";3~

NRB. SGRLPN: VOX', cm +AC Co learn We 69.f«

gerence heCvem We Mo doeenenm; poei&onm, is~ "he ehorCaaC
C

possible, ~LCb, ~ ~Worovgh exp>maMan >~i~ eon'~ mo~
~ g

:whaC iC'Xl Cam.

NR. VGQE"EX7AVZ,'8: Why c2coan C ".Ae Bonr8 zC !
I

';th%8 peinC ac% h9m ChaC elrapie qcosMon, an6 aek 2r h9.e

'anpXannCionT hmR Chem iP. iC spyeare Wa8 fexMer ercsa-

examinaCLon <s ss~~rauCeQ, Chen XeC Che Boar6 ~Xe<~her
croae-examinaCiem. Xf noC, Chen X Ch<r3c She raaCCez c~ hz

puC Co reaC reaeomob3y. =

le. PPZSCKlMB: I weeM H.3..o Co epeak Co IQ:a4.

I heHove Chia ia am mwa ~anCe8 SnCragion hy Che BC@M i=Co

my croots-excmfpnhion. Kz8 X vouM reqaeaC Che Poar6 peizuiC

ee Ce pz'oose8.

MRS. BC%.."M: MeX3., why Ban"a you preeea4P ~b>cj

ve hope ve have given t arne guidance.

BV 2B. FMXCCKaKER:

0 Dr~ ~HL~ '8l t Kp r8661 XcBc fon of pAzlr CGPi>'HZQPPg

~as ChaC —Z +it''n X ha;6 CI>e Craneer9.ph> h~C Z Gpss'0 —~~ze

CHIC QCU cdBc cccoC Co 4CK3.< Rs CMc 7i16C468QXc~" 88~ 4vzQ in
C218 PBM 58cMtS Jjo'Q Aav8 ih 6~< P~Br6@C op9 BALER rcg828ing tg@r

Cain aaemrpCione. "a".8 porn ver e~~eC Co 2isC ~De e."smapCS.ena





ahomh uhfeh yes he6 n diZGezeah ey9@ion.

XI fJhah iaeezreeCV

giggCASQs CQd.@h) gsqg v as sg@Q, above ~JR

Chno, Czy9.nz 8e eCa8e vhaQ 8?'e cene2.vakeee maze.

Bo ~er~ 9,g ~o cgngzog9,oa gg go crh@~or ~er@<g

cay 69fferenee 9n emekuafoze, fh%e cereX@39cna 3.a +he X975

aehekCOnX mere: She ee"m8 ox'8m'aml+m of She San Simeon,

o" 5.3 ho 6.5.

%hah eeemaee a reCe of ally'P

~aero are Ae ca'emXe~9.arae deme@~ in Cse

BQCQRCEQ yQQ 5P3~1~8 8Pt'i%1K'8e

W~mC aeomnoe a given rate o aXAp ec"en'4 L~h'S

Year mesc'Rher ~~rgo.

Chery.

Xeh me go baca: Co We ma~@9.en@. Nhah am

Ckks 408%w~pt'icQ5 Qkat yoQ iM~vQ chcshcg 5 J ycQE cp~~xL< cQ GMvQR'0

AQ8 X bSXiSV8 'tL G %'6Z'4 g$ .1Eg CO X888 cW Q QQg @AQE3 yo~ Cf@K

go'ng 0o ReH, me eXenxC Me 8a8n 'hhnh hem r~~9.ze8 you ~ho

change your opinion.

QRQy ~% first cg@ Z 3.$ 8~~8 %fclQ +ts

assmnphioa %%mal cia Me ehoerv~M gee2.ag9.e mZXp cd ba @Mz9.-

heeea eo enrobe->~a. enny ~o..M .has Z have eoLe, ~~a vc-:.r.

WeC Z hmve re"6 of o~bera, 3oa8a z!r~ Qo heRIevo x.ea (&ah

poÃh@p8 6 CSE&3~~8m~a3!. KcHCiMlC' phFL4i~~'pQ CRh Wl8 oiV66d L 59





per~at —of WNe obaerved Biap2e<mmmt that ve see an
r

fauXts cm im aeh be athrih@Ce8 to creep, or vheC.~ eoUM

+gag ri << ~@0 ac@ + g@+g~ 8 ~+>>@ <<gtho<C >ro

Cue9.ng emth~ehae. That'e pointed eat hy eccxs-- X he3Lieve

rect ~Qggg~gy ~+@

/grist

Qgj' gQg~tlBCR Cilia RhG5 XQ

e amining the ce'em~<e ty o2'K3e es:t~re y."'.nh.a .=a@Mary alee„

'Qt 84LQ AltairRC Chest AS got Vl.@11% ~~Cut" 8 fe~MQP. '8'

roXa&ng the observed eXkp Co the ee$ eaa9.e eetivfhy, ma Chefh
JI,,I

factor of 2 might zeD. ha PAo reseXC of imezp en fae2M.

Cem you teJ.X ms—

A Pew yea e~~ MegI,re aa Co My Z v"u.A @oh
+mt't

h5ie parMemXnr ~m m me a hse'hmi~m <M,eh X might

4KVS to 8SCGRC ~ Nh@C prClpQEtkQRh o8 WsS f@Ztit Q2.9p k'1i 98

ereopV So I chose E.ot Co— That emv"rihutee to omvs o. She

reaaone why X Bing@'t trna Chic tec9>niqme> heaM8 X hove mo

direct evideree i'er the Boegrk ea te hex much 6$.apl. emamt

Right bs crc8~0 8$ oppocQ to )le'v pQch N9.gM b8 CGR'~cLkcSo

Bet my ee9entifio oplnLon ia that there might

well he a smbsteat3:ni ament oZ the Q~~plzeemet ~h"eh 9.e

akren8y very mma21, Chat Rs doe Co creep. Zn f e8 @X'. of It
might ho e eel.

QM ~gee h-vc: aa op9.nf.on p <o™ to av'>@Atty,r;r„

CRIT.w CGC CBRIT %1Q chic v@8 p GRX fZa's obpoRv'QcR 8P spi~Q~MBphQ,

+ac at> XbahaMe Qe eer8~aRaeV'
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se9.mn~ciCy me~6 eH.Xp cecum@ for half eR Qla ehezrvM
E

Am( X'm dec eahL~ely cure &mt,'a n eeM.able

~ H

nmaber vhich again mpkwa9.men Ca@ @eire, time. 5 elide'8 cern@
k

hem to avgas Chat peinC.

9 Okay. Re2.3. yam ep~Lea 9.e Me earns .Rhea, ie
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lITG. BO"~'RS: What document are you re~~errin- oP

You saic" at t»e top of @age l7, and then vou quot"-d scm=-

thing.

NR, h~~HISCI-5:KH: i3r. Smith' tes t nviny.

YlRL,) BGL>RsS u,) i Oh. I'm "-o-.-"g.

DR. IPR XN: I don't see that on Jxe top of. oaae

17o

NR. PTPXSlHHU(LR: Xt's on line 5.

B"Z P.R PZ;T": SCP>XHR:

had then doom on lire 18 ther. 's an =-c.uation

defining seismic momen-. &ad then down at 'inc 24 is a::i

eaua ion that ."-.sse. tial:~ ~ says ~ha'oment is p::ooortio..~: I
to magnitude ~

{".7".tne s s Smith ) Y-'."8» And ~ /hat '8'Bs '"6e Questions

9 Tne quest~on xs, xsn t 5hz,s essent.".al3.y the shear:s

relationship upon ~chic(:. you relied in rea hing corclusions

i.n your FSAR sJQmktta '

That equation is the sai; . as ie '2= i:hose us:--d

in the PSAR su'omittal, but the method is total y diCrerer~t.

Ho+ is the method Qi=".".erent

history i~as usec!. in the direct test n:ony -".".;-."..

tnat ls p the 1.n&trQz~"'.v.. '. n2.$ to: o c i'out i:he ~ C )4 lLa !

of various size
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)Tou') tesd imollp tTla II:~".e "Qm)-')+tat').O)l o:.
1

recur! e!!QQ '.i.! ~e)

'locals
g s more re.<i agee I !;1n "a?is 1'>I'oQ t'la j

you'ye used lere to '"alculate tJle .va;cimum cart!'qlzake pot~lltialP

NRo i'1GRTO>,7 Ezcuse "::: g iMS i Gowezs n

KR. PleischaLe- is havir.g the sv>me problem ".ha.-= the;i'itness

-:s with che Vie-.~"rzraphs. He !ceeps saying "h~re,-" and i :"!ran!;:1j
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the testimony T. sugaest he mi.gh'P hi!1k that ~.e s salmi:lcj

to a blank pi>ave ox pa@Br ~

BC"s~ 8'): ('Ee >
) li,,:o tA hAvf-'oll claziFy

T. ":0 y x o'v:: m3.$ 8po '. = R mQIA::!1')fio, Sf'z.k~holF 3P

seems to me .'f saiCi your ob„-'e tion::as overz=led but !:o>.
~ p

+ereDt reasons )'7 ll„- t was sust" iigef2 but ..0'easoii 3 her

than what you g~xe. Z rot a playback on that.

.ucqhter.)

B~ PN. 't"m~.ZSCHi13(ER:

')/O ( the ) pO )bed
+> I a. 1>PA C I'>A eg )l~ 1 grLQ

illterva3.$ , aal<:ulat-'g recuzr67.'ce z.'>1) e Pals

:n

I
I

way QZ Gs tima ." z g

potoIlt3.al of a r'ection

:>>a'.c.t.)A'- 1 ':.a-'! .,'-,U~ ..--"

Lha)ll by t.le Se I "!(PIC:;-):..:11 2:1 a'.

e=-)r'':hauaJc< p". =$1;tia ',

~ ~ )
ti e momen rel-l.".ionshi~=:.ha~

) ~
3

a!id LL1 you™ Da!-;='rP

fI: .}f ')le=~=)

gJ ~
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earthrzuake s.

Ge 2.sillic momen i 2s a i.z'asure 0f earthquake s ') ze

that. we axe able to rel te to m gnitsde.

Q ~)1ell I understood your testimony to be that you

were using recurrence intervals to come to some co2!clusions

regarding the 33!U'imum earthquake potential .~ the region.

A No, Z believe that 1 read from my 19o7 test"'mony,-
I

that X was cr'ical o using recurrence relations on small

earthquakes to predict Ze occurrence oz large ones.

t: see.

So none of this testimony here then goes to "he

question o~ the maximum credible earthquake'

None „of which test'F3!y'?

Q The discussion here of "L - Beim~ .c:~':y," on pages

14 through 17 or 18'?

No, cuite the c ntrary.

X th~nk i have been able to show ~uite =onr lu™

sively that, in the case a hand@ the 6 sm c 'tory QJ e

samp3e we have of 'seismic h'story auite )tell reflects th=-

geologic situation.

Q 331''. the fundamental relationship or 'e „'332",:!o<

you relied on ~c d a'7 &a cgnclusion is h'.: co!".Dutch.L-.n

recurrence 2ntezvals Zs that (;orrect2

&+5 ]

one part of the demo..-'tration that X gave that in fact t at
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recur-ence intezval is a valid one.

Xn 2'act, it is one side of the equation, "sn t it?

6.5 magnitude corn s zrom your recurrence interval calculations?

Ho. I think you really do misunderstand thi.s

~<hole p ocess, I/r. Fleischaker.

01cay. ~Jell, straighten me out.,
* 11R HORTOH: Object. That's not a quest'on.

HR. PLLZSC5lhiKR: Okay.

O'Z NR PLEXSCHMXR:

Hors did you use your recurrence interval?

HM. BG'.MRS: $fait a minute.

The objection is sustained. Rephrase your

question.

O'Z i'd%. PZ PXSCHAKER:

How did, y~u use recurrence intervals in roaching

your conclusions?

{Mitness Smith) I used the recurrence-- Lat ma

emlain a little hit ahou-. recurrence intervals ¹ze. Z~

might help.

He have a ample ox some se'smic activ ty

drawing a line through Lhem.

this region, primarily small eaxAquak s. There 's no p "cb =-m
.

1

I

1

i

f

The Qi+ 'cul"y comes ~.".1 asse 'sing vh67 her o.: not

the sample is long eno ~gh in time so that:a! know hei- fa" out





magnitude we can extrapolate tne liae where there axe no

data po" nts I

So I established a recurrence curve from the

best instrumental seism'c history we have of th'e egion which

is approximately the last half century. That recurrence

relationship, contains data points primarily below magnii=ude
I'I

I

6 because magnitude 6 is tne largest earthquake that has

occurred in this region.

.I

'<g "pjl
«I

$

Xt 3.s legitimate to as.c whether in fact the

might be large earth„:uakes, and can we extrapolate that curve

out? Without al:y oi:her 'nformatio:I, X <Pink it. i~
ver~'3.f

ficult~ if not impose. blep to know how fa~ to ex'apol ate

at curve.

So in that sen e, as stated 'n the testimony

I read. or the submittal that X made in 1967, that X thought

it was perhaps poor practice to extrapolate the occurrence

of large earthcl3akes from sma13. ones ~ Zt was in that conte=:t

that I said that, because no one lcnows ho~~ far legitimately

even to extrapolate.

Xn this proceeding 1'ave taicen ~De seismiciLy

as indicated b( the last half century alld posed the

question:

Z. we u re to eztrapo'ate .i=l1at to m=gnitude G.S,

what are the veologica' amifica ~ «ons oi: ghat extrapolar.'.Qn?

Zmd it is in that process of detemi-'ning the geo3.'ogi"al
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ebl'. effects of extrapolating the recurrence curve that I used'Me,

seismic mor nt-magnitude relationship.

Q Nell, as X understand it, your conclusion is
that:,.'f

we have a 6.5 earthquake„ if it. recccuzs as we expect it
to according to my calculations, then, we would expect to see

crag

, Yes ~

sistent picture, yes.

the total av e fault length that Nr. Hamilton sees'P
(,I

1

Xt mak s—'ault slip. Z't mal:es a con«,,',-';
C

4

~'~ ~

0!cay. X understand that.
rg

~''
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Now let me look at., one side of that-, Does; that

give us an estimai:e of the maximum earthquake potential of

the region?

Xn the sense that if one postulates large

y >»~» y i

earthquakes than that that thev would appear'o be violating

7

„, all the data chat'we have, yes.,'....',-".".,'',,
K

r,*'„/ ',.
> ~

. 'Q--", Violating Nr. Ilamilton's',observation of-."geologic','-

offset?

That's correct.

J. think one has to si:ay, to be conse..vative, to

stay witn the original assumptions that we made, namely,

that the geologic record. primarily of he last, 17,000 years

is the single most important line of events we h'e fo'-

the rate of tectonic or earthquake activity in the. region.

.Zw'd I stay with that, no question.

Notwithstanding the fact that we have 8 fault
discovered only with'n the 10 years, most. of which is under

water?

Clearly -- th quest'on is, do X stay with i:hat

assumption?

Ln you find "hat that kind of evidenc , the

evidence that we have duo up zegazding offsec -'s —what kind

of real liabilitv should be placebo on t1 at?

1

25

bell X think it. is jusi: fine that it's cove"ed

with water because it make it possible for us to get ood
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measurements of the type -that we might not. get if it frere
k

exposed on land. And it.'s par 'cularly important that the

record of displacement has been preserved on the seA floor,

has been removed from the influences of eros'on during

the last 17,000 years.

Q So is it your- opinion that if
'rea of your ezpertise,'et me know —is

this--withQut the

3.t your opiho

that seismic reflection profiles give us a better sense of t
displacement than trenching, as for ezample Carry Sich has

'done on the San Bndreas?

Zn certa'n instances I would say that's true.

Po" the Ssn Andreas Irith a record, of large

earthquakes, that may not be —I would depend more heav'y
l

on the trenching because that enables us to see other geolo-

gic effects of shaking during the past.

Let me rezine that question: Zs it your opinion

that observations ere can make about offset on faults
that'ight

demonstrate, ovex their history,
I

significant horizontal)

offset, have a right lateral sense of motion —Strik that.

Zs it. easier to de'ermine horizontal ofiset

throu'gh the se: smic refl ct'on p: ofi"-e than on 'and, wi:.en you

nave the fault on land?

Repeat that, pleas ?

Okay.

Xs .'t your opinion that. the e timates we hare





on land'

Y/r /
what's bother'ng you'?

5794 ..l
I

i.

E

regarding horizontal offset drawn from seismic reflection
")'rofilesare as accurate as estimates regarding horizontal

V

offsets drawn zrom stratigraphic relationships for faults

A ' think you'e mixin~~ up two different techniquesd
//'he heart of your question is:,, X, think, a"e 'we

'aying a penalty for having thi .'"faul"''underwater, is that',', ".:";.'P.''-,'

Right.

Z~ X have an opinion about that, but I suspect, that

Hamilton's opinion might be more valid so X would li!."'e

to hear his response to that.

(itness Hamilton) Nell as I'e listened to

this discussion, it seems to me there are severa3. issues

involved and some of thew seem to be of a more general

hypothetical case and some seem to relate more specifically

to the case of the Hcsgri Fault, as we are. able to i zamine

it tlmough se'mic refle" t'on proziles.

I chink it "'s perhaps most important here to

look at the Hosgri Fault » tself, since that's the zeature

that is being considered as the generator oz the earthquake

And the earthquake that might be genezated has been assessed

partly on grounds of the amounc oz offset that we 'a e ab'le

to discerx. on the Hosgri Pault.

Xn makiM an ezra~;inatiop of any zault any place
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agb4 by any technique, I think it's very important to consider

all that we know about that fault, and a@out the setting

«3

within which i" exists.

Now in the case of- the Hosgri Pault, we have a

lot of seismic profiles that cross it. And I m afraid that

a misimpression may have been left from earlier testimony.

that related only to what. can be seen on one'eismic profile

of whatever resolution across the fault that, we have, there-

fore, no gaug as to wha'- lateral s ip there might, be as

opposed to the vertical slip that is mor specifically re.—

)
~)fs

'.«3

corded in a part"'cular seismic profi.".e.

In fact, I testified earlier that in actual

nature that we don't find examples, think, of any significa6

amount of lateral slip that. might ezis without some vertical

dislocation or distortion also occurring.

Thus, I think it's outside of geologic evperience

to suggest that a large amount of lateral slip might exist

along the Hosgri Fault in places where we see no vert.'i

~

Q

distortion at. al: And to suppose that ."here might yet. e "
tha'rea a large amol.nt of post-37i =consin lateral:"1:L-„,

~ ) that, just doesn't acco..-d with wha~. I believe is knmm '.:r m

all land exposures where we can e=.am'ne both the horizontal

g,)
and the vertical reco,d direct'y.

Secondly, l o look at the totality of knowledge

that we nave about the Hosgri Fault, we have not only to
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considex'ny individual seismic reflection profile, buc we

have to take into account what else we know about that

individual fault, that fault zone and the whole system of

faults that runs along "he coast.
Y

And what we know from '=hat, izhat we know about

that includes rath z consister't evidence rom the focal

mechanism solutions that Dz. Smith and Dr. Bolt discuss d

yesterday which tell us that with al~ the records we have

there's always a component of vertical movement that is a

significant p=rt, as well as a component oz r'ht lateral
movement that is a sign~ficant part of movement on that

l3
fault and faults in that area when they move to great

earthquakes.

Beyond that, and more specific to my area of
expertise, we have a number of e:mosures that allow as to

examine directly the way in which o he= faults a:ong ~he

coast have moved, and these include at 3.ease three points

or four points, ra hez, at which we can see r latively young

movements, by ~hat X mean late-Pleistocene movements in
ti'San

Simeon Fault area, at least two or th ee good exposures

where we see the last movement —and here, let's say, we

can see what tie last movement that took place, be it late-

J4

Pleistocene or eaz" ier, along faults in the San Simeon area,

along faults in the Sur area and a2ong faults in the San

Gregorio area. And they all have a large frac~ion of vertical
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agi t component to tham.

You can g'et right in along the fault zone,

you can se- the orientation of fabric caused by slicl'ensidi
J

ng

and you can see that, there's a big component of vertical

movement.

And that t lls me that—if a fault like
dxe'an

Gregorio that is g. nerally recogI ized as having a

'ign"'ficant component o lateral slip, when you lco.'c at it
also has vertical sli.p—that it's certainly not reasonable

to expect that a fault 'ike the Eosgri ;could not also have

a component of vertical sl"'p.

Consecpxent'yq X think that ve can say vith a

great deal of confidence that when ve do see movement on

the Hosgri as expressed in a vertical offset seen in a

seismic reflection record, tnen xr can be confident that

) 7

that's rot just part of a larger horizontal component

of movement, rather, that the horizontal movement is p"cb-

ablv there, but it probably doesn't mucn exceed in magnitude

the vertical movement that ve can sec —in plac s where s~~e

don't see any vertical movem n''ll particu (=-rls a"cng

the number of crossings, that;Ie ..ave good "ea on to thinI:;

that no movement at all has a!cen place during the time of

record that. th. se" smic re.:lection allows us to see, ~which

24 "s about 17,000 yea s or so."(le+hat younge." in some par s of

the zone.
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1 "."-'
P

{i/itness Smith) X would have giver a. s"'mpler

answer,'amely, that I think if we haQ the Hosgri available

to irench, we probably would miss it in the trenches that wa

Qug, you probably would noi. see any record of anything going

on.

h~ell, rather ihan cross-examine Nr. Ekamilton's

answer, X would refer he Board to th four days of cross-

examination.

But Z do have one ciues cion „Yir Hamil t on The

vertical movement that you observe in the slickensides
at'an

Simeon, yo " mentione something about that, correct":

{!7itness Eiamilton) Yes, I just did.

Ok"y. NE'at'. the date of those rocks?

The rocks that X see +~Te movement in are ouice

old ~

How old'P

a range.

ill1 i one of the bes t cposed let mo g 'e )u
I

The vertical movement tha" we see there is .'.n

terrace deposits that may be as young as o" the order of

100,000 years,, baca to rocks that are much older on the

order of more than 100 million years.

But let me add io che s..gnif .cance of tne age

th'e rock here: if the fault is 'confi.n=d within -i bo<y of

rock, anQ the rock records the orientation of the 3.ast
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movement of the fault —and so the rock may be 100 million

years old, but the last movement oz faulting of any age is

the movement uhat you see indicated by the pattern of

'lickensidingor other linear fabr'c elements along the

n

I

'fault zone in that rock.

And T. am speaking now of e~osures of rock
that're

along the main part, of the fault zone or along the

youngest breaks that, have been identified. 1 neglect the

many other old fault breaks that can be seen contained «ithin

the rock, 3."m only speaking about either young breaks or

breaks that are along the main zone.

How did you select that as the main sane'?

X did that on the basis of mapping that was

per ormed by my asscciates amd myself„ 'n 1974 and corn aring

'that «ith the corresponding mapping that was done by Dr.

Clarence Hall in 3.975.

There are dezin't criteria that allow you to

identify where the principal displacement has taken place

along the San Simeon Pauli= Rea13y Br. Hall—
I

9 You mean you relied on Lr. Hall for something?
I

A Ele3.1 actually Dr. Ha3.1 relied on us, but he
I

didn't come up with answers that trer< any difzerent after-

he had gone out and, X presume, dcne his independent s<o -k.

lf you compare h's map with our map you'l find that the

fault zone, o~ the fault pattern„ looks essentia3.3.y the same. ~





Q
And I might add that I'e relied on Dr.; Hall,'s

writings'or many things. And only in a case xrhere.X find

a real inconsistencv in some conclusion do I then come to

'riot rely on some port.'on of thorn.

Q Okay. X think ve've gore rather far afield.

Iet'.s come back to the method that is outlined, in Section Z

I believe.

end 2L'2

16
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ebl Now you'e determined a recurrence interval for

this 6.5 magnitude event in the region ox the Hosgri. Xs that

correct7

(Nitness Smith) Yes.

Okay.

And then you.plugged t!>at into your relationships
'4

between surface magnitude and moment,, and you say that on the'

other side is total average'lip, consistent with that which

?~z. Hamilton h=s observed.

Xs that an estimate of the maz.'.mum earld~~uake

potential of the region?

Q Hell, that estimate would break down, would. it
not, if either side of that relationship was found to be un-

certain or —excuse me —the uncertainty in the estimate

would necessarily rexlect the unc rtainty in either side of

that equation, would it not?

NouM you restate that again?

Q ITould the ce ""ainty ox you conclusions

regard to the ma>'mum earthquake potential depend z-on the

certainty that you cou" d attach to the ze urrence interval

that you place on the 5.5 ea "Wquake7

R Nell, it would appear buxom the question that you

are trying to —you are assuming that X am prasenting a
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procedl e to determine the maximum earthquake and I, a. moment
g4

ago, r sponded that I thought the procedure tha I described,

assum'sg a magnitude of a certain level and showing it was

consistent with the geologic and -seismic record, that that
f

did in'fact yield an estimate of .the maximum potential earth-

ig. '',

9

kf

quake foyle region.

Q , Yes, that's how I und'erstood your testimony,'--so
*

t

let me repeat my question.

'kF.

f0

Coesn't that estimate —Isn't tnat est'mate a

funci'on of the certainty that you can plac on this

recurrence interval assigned to the 6.5 magnitude earthquakes

; Well, I would simply say that changing the

recurrence internal, would lead to different conclusions regard

ing the slip.
Okay.

Perhaps you could make a hypothetica'.

I don't th nk so.

Let me direct your attention to something else

you have written; at the top of page 15 of the PS'ou wrot

OQ
"The fvndamenta3. premise taken here

is that the seismic history of California o;er

abou" 200 years 's too short an interval from

c3 wh 3. ch to dete rm3.n e the mazxKum 6 az thqua Jze Dos Q 3.b 16

24.

RD

on various fau'ts, a.d empicical relationships

between "ault Fength and magnitude are not well
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enough defined to provide useful; estimates."

No-.r vith respect to your comments there, on

utilizing seismic history to determine maximum earthquakes—

A X find. that consistent with the view tnat X.'m

.talcing now.

Q 'lcay.
Y

A

77hat is your opinion on uiilizing a seismicity
k

'ode3. that has as its data base 50 years of recorded observe.-
5

tions to determine the recurrence interval fox earthqua?dies of

various magnitudes'

Z thim it is an ezcellent method for characte iz-

ing the recurrence interval of those size earthquakes which

hav= already occurred and're in the statistical sample. The

entire problem corn s 'n hoor one can extrapolate that

result to larger magnitud's fox >which there have been no

occurrences, and the only zray to determine ~whether there mav

have been lax'ger occur::ences beyond our historic and.pre-

historic record is to see what the geological ef=ects are.

But X think the representation of t¹ statistics
of earthquakes in the range sphere there is data is quite a

legitimate one.

Nell, the, conclusions you reached then ccu3d be

off substantially if the time pe=icd —if a significant

earthquake A'ithin the region of interest falls i~ithout the
I

tame period chosen
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HR. NORTON: Object. That'. not a question.

It's a statement by Comxsel.

BY, HR. FLHISCIREKR:

Could it no t?

NR. NORTON: That doesn't make it a question

d"

either. It makes is a compound question
"

hIRS. BOWERS: I would like to ask you again to

-.hold correction following objection until we have 'an oppor-

tunity to consider it. X assume when Me other Counsel are

involved, the purpose will be to respond to the objection

rather than to clarify or to move on.

So do you want to respond to the objection?

PN. NORTON: ?'Irs. Bowers, may I make a sugges-

tion first?
I was thinking about asking for a bench con-

ference when we finish this morning, but I think we can do

**««

fl ~ '

~ « this very quickly now.

Ir3 NR. PLEISCIRI(ER: I would like to get on
with'0

2k

this line of 'questioning.

HR. NORTON: I have been as guilty as

1fr. Fleischaker and I think ?4z. Tourtellotte has, too. !vc en

we object it seems to me we should get, an immediate ruling

from the bench because i.f the ruling is "Objection overruled,"

the argument from everybody else is just. wasted time.

If the ruling is "Objection sustained," then the

l~

ii ~
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person whose question was, you know, not allowed should. of

course have the opportunity to ex~lain to the court oz to the

bench why he wants -- you know, why he wants to proceed in

that fashion.

But it seems to me we spend a lot of time arguing

,6

8

where, you )mow, you'e going to ovezrule me anyway, and I
'on'0 know why we have to go through this azgument each time.

I

And X'm as guilty of i . X'm not. pointing any fingers. I'm

as guilty of it, as anybody else.

Z just think it: would be a much faster way to

l3

proceed "; »'he» theobjection is made,. if ti'.e bench wou ~ d

rule and overrule the objection< the all the re t ox the

conversation is wasted, and if it is susta'ned, then X think

t's appropriate for the other Counsel to comment if they want

too

MRS. BOi&~RS: Re3.1, X've always proceeded the

other way, with the idea +Jurat if ther"-'s an objection, there

.should be a basis stated for the objection, and the person

that it is addressed to should have an oppozt11Ility to espond

before the Board would ule.

~) e
c I HR. PiORTCN: k'ell, but if you're going to over-

22 rule the objection they dcn't need the opportunity to ze pond.

KW. BONHRS: »'e don't know until we hear from

1$ . ST~V2lBHBG: it would seem to the Staff that
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'

it is wi+in the discretion of the Board to decide3 whether

it wants to hear arguments from the various Counsel ox

whether it wants to summaxily rule or. the objection without

hearing respor.se by the other attorneys.

kiR. HORTOÃ: Absolutely. I was just offering it
as a suggestion to speed up a little bit.

I

hIRS. BONERS: X don't want to say 'I'e 'always
I

, done that because some objections are so cleaxly established
3

that, you know, you don'5 need to proceed with comments from

the other parties.

PMXSCHAMP.: ifher are we?

HP.. NORTON: I objected to the question, and I
believe you were giving Nr. Pleiachake," an opportunity to

respond

NR. PLZISCHAKER: I wiQ>draw the question.

I would like o have the question back though.

(Vihereupon, ~Me Repo ter read from +ne = coxd

as folio'~7s:

"iTell, the conclusions you- reached

then could be ozf substantially if the time period—
if a significar'= earthquake within the region of

interest rails without the time period chosen.")

/ W3
BY Eh% PLi:ISC'iE>KER."

Q Dr. Sm'th, how would your conclusior.s change

regarding the recurrence interval o a g'ven earthquake 'f +he
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)

T

period of time you chose from which to draw your data excluded

an earthquake of a larger magnitude than that which was in

the data base and which could conceivably be in the area. of

interest?

NR. NORTO13: Objecty mult'ie.
'1RS. BONZPD: Objection sustained".

Could you separate that out, IL.. Pleischaker?

BYiiLR PLHXSCKQKR.

Dr. SYiith, how would your conclusions regarding

30 the recurrence inte~l of a 6.5 magnitude earthquake chang

vere vour data base to reflect a 7 3 earthquake?

(Nitness Smith} X don't believe there would be

a significant change because ve're talking about the additicn

, of one data point out of hundreds of thousands, and X don'

believe it would signizicantly change the form of the function.

Did you say hundreds?

Z said hundreds of thousands of earthquake data.

or example., there are that many e r+2xquakes in the C. 19.dornia

catalogue

33ov many earthquakes — L. t. me ask you— Strike

)C
~ 0

~ W

that question.

$ 3ow many ear4.%quakes d' «ou include in y'ur

calculati ons?

Bete>een four and five hundred.

Nhere d'd you get— Go you have an opinion as to-"
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Strike that.
I I

Have you Gone a calculation to determine, ho@ your
I

recurrence rates- mould change if you included the 7.3 earth-.

quake in your data base?

No.

Q What is the basis for your opinion that. the
rt I II

recurrence rate trould not change much?

A Neil, my opinion is based on the expe'rience X

have arith fitti'ng recurrence curves to Qistribu ions of

earthquakes, and. there a=a a variable neer of data points

for different sic'e earthquakes. And typically the fit is a

very good one "at the louver magnitudes and there i a great

deal of scatter at the larg r magnitudes, s'mply b cause one

is deaLing with the statis ics of small numbers.

And so that s the basis of my opinion of saying

the addition of one earthquake at the upper range would not

greatly affect the position or the slope of the curve.

Pre you as<are of other scienti ts who have

computed recurrence intervals for different magnitude earth-

quakes—

Yes.

p for purposes of estimating the mazimum eart':.-

quake potential of the region around Diablo Canyon?

To my kno-sledge,:&e only -pplication o= this

type of earthqu~~e statistic has been as input to a
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probabilistic seismic risic analysis, tne purpose of which is
'-o determine the proa~bi3.i'of e:'ceePing certain levels. of

grouncL mot3.0n~

This is a more complex issue which takes into

account wher Ze earthgua):e occurs and how large 't is ana

7

What the resulting cgro>Q'~ mot" on Moult'e ~

X'm not awa,re of .anyo'xe who has atzempteQ 'vo'use, .
l

recurrent relatiohship 2nd ez rapolate it to 88''x'.iEine Mnpt

Ij(,h 8

t

the maximum six earth;quake wou" 6 b," no.

Are you t-1'.in@ about the Trifu'sac a ..d ~~~6=-..-.:so.~

stQQies'?

ves ~

Xsn't the first Hsing that they have to Qe'.~re::

in reaching the que tion— Miy don't w. strike ti-. LP

kE. PLEX"CPAKHR: Can we continue after lu.ich'P

X knower what X want.

NHS. BO<v; PS: Pine- Late'll brea." anQ, re:"x=-;;=. at

one 0 ~ clock ~

(k3(Mreugcn p at 12 ~ Oo Boon g the hearing,g:4n

)I) c

~ I

I

above-entitled'atter was recessed to reco;.vene

1:00 p.m. th same aay.)

pig
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APl'ERitOOD SHSSXO~it

(":00 p.m.)

LES. DOiPRS: he would l'ke'to begin.

thereupon,

STEVE SliXTH,

BRUCE BOLTs

GERiMO POKIER,

and

DOUGH,S 11.; IMiIL'.t.'077

resumed the stand on behalf oZ t1:e Appi.icant and,'."..av'ng .'~..en

previously duly srvorn, chere examined and te. tiki ". fur-:'"ar

as follovs ~

CROSS-HPDJIIBRZIO3 (Continued)

BY tn~x. PLEISCIPZHR:

Dr. Smith, before lunch ve mere discussing tl.e

recurrence 'ntezvals, and I would like you to— I asked you.

some questions v>out additional data„e: cetera,- «.nd.I -;,ou.d

like to efiplore 81at a ~3.ttle more 'tcrou)1)l'j;"TLt,:'..

Before doing &at I 1lave a +Jest Gn (Ao'.;$1" ~

Could you explain .ori~~fly ho-:z Jou h >,"e poy+v v

vour recurrence intervals'

(Hotness Srn''3x) I cal"u.".ated recu;."x'sn ." '.n" e~ vals

n tao dir"Z. rent v="ys .Cor t1'is =egion. Pc'e 7', st $1/%7

~ ~"eglcn prima:"3.l"(~ o~ t-' cen .:. al C.".;23. cr.,:i4

Zed one simply gces '-nrou„-h the catalogue.. '~16" "~ ~ '~ t2L'p kc~
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"'the catalogue~" by this X m an the Berkeley Catalogue alld

the Cal Tech Catalogue anQ the Hational Haxthquai'e Information

'Service CataXogue —m l-ing note of all events which have.

occurred in the xeg3-on and tllekr magni tu(~e ~

Then a plot of this information 8 lllade Gn

standard —with a standard approach in cihich one plots the
+ 4

logarithm of the curn@3.ative number,of:event's that exceed,

certaxn Iliagnitucle levels ~ Typically this data car. be repre-

. sented by a st eight-line

There is arrays a c;uestinn in doing this kind. of

"ecurrence analys's as -'o iIt.et!ler orte has a long enough

period of ti~. and <Ithethcr one s catalogue of events is

$ 3 statistically complete Gv~r 'tha . per3.0Q of t3.'...e; .nd ';lhether

the reg3.on that on is select3ng earth,ua'.=es from 's large

enough to give a statist'.=ally val."'Q sample.

Tho pritmazy purpose of the recurrence relat'otn-

ship twas for the purposes of a teismic: =isle analysis.

after comp 'et3.ng this s 'dy f02. the sms- lier regi .. 3.0

central California and offshore region, then repea'.ed the

analysis for the recu ence re la tionships for th er ti
Pacific-Forth Rre ican P.".ate bouna'$=y; t".at 's,:-".= "-an ~ntc- -s

zault between Adelphi, Cal .orrti, anQ C;.pe 'endocino ~

Bol'h oz 'ese .Gcurrence: elat3.ons 'l3.) s "Ee ".e

considered in "chG sc2:mac z'." sic ana .ysis ':.)at Twas ~.o .3 $

3y'r.

Blume.
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Q Are your methodologies set out in the report
11

that is par'c of the PSAR Amendment 59: ard maxked as D-LL-45?
V

T., think it' in volume 6 of the Seismic Hvaluat" on fox'

Postulated 7.5 l'Iagnitude IIosgri Harthouahe. I believe chat
11one's marked — E"cuse me, the title of the one Z just gave

;7
8

you was Diablo Canyon Plant - A Plate Boundary and D'fused

Areal Probabilistic Considerations.-
H

'1

Then as to an appendix to D-LL"ll—and let me
'V

I

give vou the date of that document, D-LL-ll, that is, Diablo

Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Probabilities of Peak Site

Accelerations and Spectral Response Accelerations frcn Assured

Og
Magnitudes up to and including 7.5 and All Local Fault Bones/

John A. Blume, dated, IIay 27th, 1977.
1

As an appendix to that part'euler document i=here

z,s a document which is entitled Seismic Incurrence Cu-ves

$ 7

for Central Coastal California by Stewa t N. Sm'th, and it is

numbered D-LL-llew%.

Nhat was the (question?

Does that identify the two studies? Are those

the. two studies that you'e testifying about todav?

Yes

Oka'v a

Now if we turn 'o DD you hc ve thai document ~

the Seismic Recurrence Curves fo" C ntral Coastal California?

95
Do you have that document befoxe vou?





«
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eb< Yes, I do. «

«
«

Okay. That..'s D«LL-ill.

Let me explain.

document by Dr. 011mie.

D-LL-ll,refers to the first
And D-1LX i he nmvher given to the 1«

second Qocument 1)hich is an appendi" to the Dlume article.,

«p7'his appendix is entitleQ Seism'c Recurrence .Curves for«

Central Coastal California by 'Steerer'.'"N. Smi+A. ','
'I

| oing to page of'that document, I just* want to ~

r:1
«««*««~<@

«

'"«

«1< r
«

««

make sure I understand. Does that pictur represent the

w 3 ., various eazthquakesf the location of the various earthquakes

that vere consi.'1ezed'n. your stuQy?
«

0)
Ve S ~

.Iov >Q;at is he period, the time frame?

Xt's stated on the figure, 1930 through 1975.

And NHXS zefexs to what catalogue?

National Lart»auake Xnforiaation Service.

Okay.

Ho+ previously X had asked you-« Lef m& turn

to the next figuxe which has a long— It's a graph and on

one side the v. rtical axis is labeled "iIuzber of events" and

the horizontal a@is is Q signated "$g f" magnitude . local f I
~«

believe, and you have a straight line.
~ ' Zs that the line that is used to select-- Xs

that the best fit? IIows did you gei..'that line?.= *-~-

In this part'cula«r study, the 1'ne 1zas fit by
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taJ;ing the slope, .92, from —X believe from the earlier.

seismic risk al2alysis paper by Andersoll and Trifunac ~ They

had considered a. somewhat larger area, and l was anxious to

ma1ce sure that my study would not be biased or controversial

so 1 chose to adopt d eir slope.

And X believed,and X still do: that it did
h

zep'r'esent an adequate fit to'he data. 'ut niy recollection

is I did fix J:e slope at .92 and then adjust the line until
it fit.the bulk of the data po'nts.

Go you'e adopted the Trifunac and Anderson

slope ~

Ti at s correct+

But you have a different data base?

That' correct.

Z should p03.nt out that the selec cion of the

area and the time 'nterval and so forth are matters of

importance arid they require some careful professional judg-

men t. Pox the purposes for which this appendix was designed,

my best professional judgi~ent was this was the appropriate

time interval and this was the appropriate region for a

sample ~

Z believe yesterday you indicated "4e reasons

for chosing the time in erval.

l1y recollection is "hat that was < ze sam
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interval used by Trifunac and Anderson. Xs that correct'?

A I'm not suze i was exactly the same t'me in-
terval but 7 used the figures by ulxich they demonstrated. that

t

the Catalogue cf Zartlsquakes in C lifo'znia 's extremely

incomplete before about 1932.

cular

to be included in this study'P

NG f T'lhat Was your bas J.= IQ

Mlat vMs the Oasis,for'efinxng

selecting the parti-
a-eal extent '

)fell, X thi>Q't is riedel put in the app nd'x.

30 J. saidc

"Zn order to increase the statist'ca"
val ditv of P;~ sample of ear ) jNuaj'Le occurrence:

f3 xt is generally considered appropriate to consider.

;.-'3 as arge an area as is pos ibl,, the constraint

heing that. one must consider only one seismological

or geological province if the rate of activity
determined is to have validity."

That was the unde lying basis. Z chose

'.9 largest possible area and the longest possible time interval
that in my judgment appeazed to be most cppropriate for
repzesenting the seism' activity in th's reg'on.

As an example, it would z;a,:e no sense in uv-

px'ofessional opinion to nc" ude in this sta" istical Ba".:~, le
earthgua3:es on 'he San Zzdr as .:ault or, say, the Sa:;.

Pernando earthau3~:e in the Los Bnge3.es azea, region, as
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described by Dr. Jahns earlier, that are in a totally different

tectonic regime ~

Q So as X understand vour t stimony, you excluded

earthquakes from ~Joe Transverse Ranges
arear'hat's

correct.

Okay ~

And you excludeQ earthaua!dies related to ti e San

Andreas Fault?

That 8 co "rect g for t~=s particula:: study, and

as X ind'cai:ed, as a r suit o"- cuesticns tha'. peop. e hz.d as

to how this might. compare ~vith the se'smicity of a larger

piece of the plat bounda~, and : believe in response to an

HRC question, the study was repeated with the entire plate

boundary, some 13 or 14 hundred kilometers, including essen-

tially all the earthquake:es in California.

F?o~r did vou define the San Andr as Fault crhen

you decided trhat to exclude?

X believe th.at's shown — Oh: in this....
Nell, Z've cguoted the boundaries of the region

that X used, and I Qid that by 3.os;.ing at a map of the seis-

micity anQ was simply adjusting the lines so that it appear.:d

to exclude the bulk of the activity th=.t seas associated ~ti."h

'the San AAQreas Pau3.t

AG you may appreciate ..om Dr Jolt'

comments, there are uncertainties in some cf the locations
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earthquakes in Cal'orn'a, and some that really ax'e on the

San hndreas ™Au3.t appear in the catalogues as some distance

avay.'ut
in general, looking at the distribution,

you can tell where the areasof high seismicity are related to

the San Andreas.
t

4 \

9 " Let me xepeat my question: How- did you decide—

Let me g've a little preface.

4~e've heard the San AT:dreas Pault described

several w'ays, and Z can't tell fxom the map here i~hether you

a'so ezclud d activity associated arith.- for e:cample, the Hay"rar

and the Calaveras and various othex branches of the,'».'an Zindreas

Could you explain'P

Uell, in the latitude of central California, in

this sa!@pie there aze no branches of that nature. The

Calaveras and the 1Iayiea:-d are much farther north.

Gc what was +We basis of excluding the .eismicity

associated with those particular branches?

Hell, for seismic risk analysis they are totally
ix'zelevan

Nhy is that'P

~ Because they are hundreds cf miles assay.

9 Now when X asked you the ques"ion ox how h-.=

Qddit on of that one dg ta point 5'r Quid affect y"ux'o..c 's Gns 7

I believe you indicated it vouldn't a ~ fec~ your conclusions





at all.. i&d "aga'n referring to Pigure Incumber llA--
i!R. NORZOH." HRcuse me, IIrs.Bowers. X 'rrant to

object to the statement of Counsel which is pre3.ude 'n his
*

auestior rrhen. he said that the addition'f thaw data
point'rould

not change his conclusion at all. Tha". "'s not. what

the testimony seas.
IIt C

1

NR. PLHXSCK~~(HR: Okay. X. 11 withdraw the ques-"

'.ion.

NBS. HO)f8BG: All right— You never 'let me rule

on these.objections.

(Lav~ghter. )

BY ViR. PL:"'XGCHiVrGPR:

~Be had ea,rlier d'scussed srha't effect, i:.:- any,

the inclusion of an additional data point srould, have, and

X'm referring you non to P'gure Nupker 11A-2.
t

Mill you ex~lain ~shy the addition of that data

point, vou3.d have 3.i tie effec" on —oz what effect it might

have, and why, on your conclusions'P

(Hitn ss Smith) %fell,the addition— X X could

just have a moment, perhaps X cou3d have a tzansparency remade
C

of one of Trifunac's figm~es that might assis". in .ae ezrrlana-

tion.

X'll p oce=d rr' an answer to your q estion and

X thin'.. that maybe it ~rill—
Q X xrould ra~2.er use your figures, Dr. Smit.i.
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X have no figure that il ustrates this point.. „-
*

li14. itQ."ETON: Excuse me, airs. Bowers. i think the

witness has been a"}:ed a question and he needs to put a figure-.
r.

I'p

on the Viewgzaph to answer, it. X don't see anything

improper with that.

YZcB. BONEiG: Ne13., c1e'd 3.ike the witness to-go

ah ad as he suggested.
r

Now if you'ze not satisfied, Nr. Pleischaker,

e

I

.".C'

j I

:;;„':4;a
I/

<~~hy of course you can pu sue ~1ith more questions.

NHOHGS SIL~TP.: Referring to my P:gure 11K-2,

X would preface the statement by saving that ii 'i'ould be

r ~ )I
~ l

gn
s Ir

statistically invalid to a"'d -- to ta)~e.ale zeco d back to

1927, and add the one earthquake. And 2 think when s'.e see these.
I ~

transparencies you'l understand ~shy the.t- s tzue.

l7

8'econdly, 'f, as a hypothetica question, one

were simply to add one additional data point to Figure llew-2

without applying any icind o" seismological judgment as to the

significanc of doing that hut simiply as a statist'cal thi..g,

one would take each and every point on this curve and increase.

20 it.'by one 'count or one ur 't.-:

For exa:nple, on th left-hand side the logarithm

of the number of events is plo"ted. This means, for exam"le,

that at magnitude « the dist ibution shows approximately 53—

Oa
25

I'm estimating this from the- curve —5"- earthquakes i ve

exceeded magnitude l3. Vl at n mbez ' <1ould now b changedto
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54

Xf you go Gown to mag.itude 4-1/2 anci so Sozth,

each oint is moved, up by one. And. since. it's a logarithmic

scale an increase by one has a more significant appearance on

the ruzve, the larger magnitudes we go to ~>wQ it's a well-

h

]iilol'ln fact tilat QLst ""butions of YJlis so' sallow a lazge

scatter at the large magnitude enQ because typically one only

has- one or two even'" out here.

Znd that's "he bas's of my statement: my sa ~ing

",0 that adding one more ea-tnqual;6 at the larg end of the Gis-

.1.ribution wouM not materially affect the a peazance of the

)
curve ~

BY NR. PLEXSCHhM1}~:

So one Boule. tenQ to 3.+~ore "U?Qt point anQ Qza~i

his lines mainly with reference to the other points?
h

(@itness Sm3 t:1) Yes I X be 13.6ve so ~ t'}1at z/Cull

be my— And 1 believe "ha" it ';iould be rep "osentativ~ ox; the
I

practice 'n the seismological communi~y. I

Vow have you ever anplier3 this— Other than tee

"0'ther study that was mentioned hez for -,'>c lazg = az. a,

have you ev=z applied. this p"rticular techniqu to a d='sczete

zing ~ ong a Smaller regs.cn 1Lke yoll flav~~ here Ln'h3.s stu(iy wnL .l

ve ze talklng aboui L"nxcfl Ls Qeszgnatea as 0- ~ lA.

est I have used $:his technique to -'oo'- a cart=l-

quakes in a nlmhez of c~ifferent localities. TyD cal-"y when
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G
able one records eard1crumes in a region tAey 1rarP., sorae convenient

way of illustrating 'ui at tne rat:e of act;3 v ty is and ri'avP the

relationsnip bet~~een large and sR(all ear%9Ãjuakes ivould be.

Pmc yes, I'e Done that..

1

i
r

OKa'J ~

In IPioinci tnar. have you ever fou:1'--. Strike ~hat.
l

Ere you fan~3.iar "rtz'~I1 the vrit7.ngs oi Dr. Clax'enc

r„I

I g-tr,IV/,f

Allen?

gns < I aR

Q Axe you faai~l7'.ar in particular with his DiscuIs-

g
~ A

sions of Bee reliability of zeaurrenoe inie=val
I

*

large ear'&czu~~'s2

3.n T>red~ OII Lng

Zes ) . 3.$ cussIeQ %ha'l: xn GG I.ail w2. I t1 I 7.jA a'4 " he

RiQte he 'Was Brit.'g the paper 91'„?Ou 'e des'"ris ing les
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38 agb.'.

Q

r
ri

LGiat is his opinion, as best: you can
recall''$

~3.1 I believe that Z'm in total ag'ement with

Dr. &lien in this regard, and X think that my comments about .;.'.

the size of the region, the length o;~ time that's reefuired
r )

r r1'

and so forth, are in cor',pie e agreement with his views.

Basically, what. he's saying is t'.hat you must

look.at 'the geologic record and the, seismic historv, and

that. you cannot rely on the seismic record alone 'n some i

reaches that are 1ery quiet, t:he geologic reco d iil~icating

a. lot o~ displacement has gone on and on should x~,",.cct

r, 3

largex'arthGu=kes ~

The most ..mp ssive ez~~p e of. th:-! 3 3 the B3

~ 3 Band section o. the San .".!ndre"s Pau3.t.

Did we tal» about tnat yesterday? I think we did.
~ p Yes.
t

43 Are you in rexerence to the Carrizo Pla.-i~a?

g t7 No, E was spe king mor o:" the sect on c,< the

:c3 Fault 3 ust north of. Los i-ingeles ~

Do vou have an op3.n3.oli ox' ho re<.L>13 .~ w'..v Qx

this x'Gcurrence 3.nter 1al Uec! n3.|ue r'oc) 8a >, "3'"vari'K ',p
earthauake graate" .h ~ -..rag .'tide 7 ins.-d""~r"„ :; sr;3.

Zori say@ the ." est DQ yea:s OL L'.le Ca:". i'o !3".a.".3P

T - .3 Qn -- -cor„-. as „;@3, „-, v3,, ~ e ! l.y- Q,3Qospd

to that ' my i es t.".mony; Z ~ ve said thi s many ".".m s anC<

I ll repeat: it. again that xrnm my l957 evaluation, the use





E

of such da"'t however t can'proc.uce i'leadI.ng res%i'its . if
the region consider d is too small oz the data covered too

short a span o~ ti~e —in,particular, extr"-polation of data

on sniall earthquat'e to predict the occurrence of larger ones

are unreliable.

This ~;.as'ritten iict long after Dr. B.lien's

paper ~ras pub ished, I believe. -,Z.nd Z:was very'- sensitive o

and, very'much in agre"t.n:e~t 'tit.x the ax)alysis ti:at Pr,lien'r.d

others hc d dcneI and 7 had peen ve "p'rilical of s" Q.p

extrapolation of recu rence curve.=. to trv to guess ho@ large
~ j an earthqua't«e i..". a ,gion might he.

~ r ~ 'iR. PLEXSCKGiEH: "-".c>y X just have a raA'.0".ltd

~ jlISC ccMplet83 tha G 1 I.ne of G~uest cn~.llg e

(Pause. )

$ ~

oz rm. rx,r;zsc»sacra:

D . Smith: do you have a copv of your i:estil-.oar

avai.'adle7

('~fitness Smith) Yes, 2 do.

Let" s go to Page Tl ~ee.

Otiaj*o

X 'Fl Gorrj" Pi&;6 Four: Qt .>I I:.- .-0- ":- . o

at

lcng enou„: c «ha"acterize "he a "".-" tits of

this . aul zo " < .".e 1.'l.i po -es or se-".! mac hc.sard
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G
evp J.Q~t l.oxl

('jhat p -r"GQ ! f ti>;le are yoQ referring to?

>.'1e most relevant ceologic period of tize,

~be past 3.0,000 t 20,060 years. Specifically, chis period

of t2238 'boUlQ be the lash 17 ( 000 (i'ears n '.3.s 3.nstan e

.,Q

gene ally q n >-ba4J i seiciYlolcgical
cQP%QPity7'hat

0 xi1% speci7.ic op 3.Q3.on o I

No~~s is chat your opinioll or one
I

that" J.s heM '*,

haven t ll~zi.ie a

i Ar~l

f

4

real poll of ''-!:e CoiiFUL}">'V

C

QQGst3.on7

HR. HO1470~7: H:.cusp. Pe n:"y I inter j -'c". a,

I L~ noa clea"'~heti".er chi'ine o.-. unrest" oning

is as to t!le Hosgri Pa lt specificalj.y or to all i.aU3.'c s

all plac

I. "t ' the 3 at er I 'auld objecc t.>a< it l s

not . elevan-: in tJ Gse p ocee83ngs ~ An~i if 'l t 0 "i~ H I.o~i

clearly 3.9 .

eleven'Y1Q

I gather f.".".rn the testimony th -'- .'':

at least the tostinicny =z rela';:eQ ,".o "he .-i=sgzi '.=au.'.'- a.c.

I Pi. no'UZe t 1at i'"lr, 1 3'.SCPQr'r 'i C,e "t ~B~ al:ll i

~tR, PLT"IGC~ZZE3.: (."el:,'. '"='= rle ao.'z

~) Z i~.'x;. T ISCH&FZR".

frame of re: -'.".el1ce?

u ~ i
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l+.000 years is the Hosjri.

This is your opinionP

Yes

$'lhat 6 the Oasis F ox that opin3.0QP

~ r
r

Yiy e..ari>inaticn of world-':d .de seismicity leRQ, IP.e

to believe thai there'G a co.".ivenient trade-off between,th"-

time of recorded. history of earthcg3aI:es said the si.".e of.the

area ove" which'h y're angled.

Xn liok.-rdg cia. t."e size elis cribQt.'n OZ 6Q™thQQBkes

glor~ 0 Bide ~ T 'rI 'iipressed hy the fee c tnat the d I stribution

BpQeprs to trUDcate above JlN" prier'ee Vg rJ+Dg t QG3el ds

this case, hots yoi'efine pagnit~~de;A';en you get rea3.3.'y large

ever ts.
But it ~.oa3.R ad3pear, in a =*cordec. histcry--

which varies fro a co'an y-to corn'i'. y "'v. non.'--'i le .Oss „.

recorded h3.story g Kfe No". 0 BpT - Rr 'co have a GaPQ - Ei'0 id~A.~Q

o the largest eartdlrq«al;es that a..e ev=r going 'o hap~en.

PI3r J xerriIOre

E"fcUGe Hie in 'vQ Pt ti~e Qc'x." odd

Tile.t ' %%~la L'. 11Mnt".oned;

contineni to <Ile ne..t. he reco;:c<ed i.l r'7e~ tQr:.)

U o S ~ 3.G shor ier tsian LD !~Ilr'ape g
3.'c ';- Gho-r4 .n.»

and so forth.

Q.t tile gene..r'. 3~rior"~.="'~.}

Gtat3.st3.cs Qx ihe a St 8 e'l - Sad. d '.DC'Q~( t Qi:Q p ..O.. r,, r,o.,ai7.S.r'' p
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I

that there is an. arleaQate sm~.ole of the real" y la-.ge super-. 4

Gart»euak s, ard ~ha';G. S13QQ2:Rn'i l3e conc .':"..Gd i.:.'n post:ula-,

t> ncaa soge Mf Q«a. lt varjetv o oa rtkcfQBke t!.at has clever

occurred an~z~eze ir. the viorla ever 13efore ~n r"corded history

s) Larted Uitll Ule ass'zl'.p"ion tea":: ':-.nc seat3.s'~3.ca3

data set for .tl:e entire world seems o be complete. The

problGM coNes 7'."ien yoU look a't a SDla12.8r a. Ga ~

~ 4
%ac;. ~. ~ran~ ofh aha< X .nen 3.ored cn..l.o~. 3.s

1?l 0 r der 'Lo ge c a La «s L 'c) 1 1) Q„ip). ~l e sal„Dl<: ) 0 '13e 1J3r'geaL

J

-. J

«l1

I ,*t

possible G'le'lt g c1eaz" y Lhe sD)allo. t:~G re@'.QP j'Q!3:.'G 1 10~-3.iig 1

a).g 0 ie OXlge ')1 goQ ~ e .~O".~)g ) O . c.-r~ c 1'. S'Lory OZ i

So X d3.d SQHle calcUlcl't Q =: ve ~ y s t:1)318 c. lcQla-

t1.ons 3.r. teril.s cf "O~G, .~he d3.me:3S ors oz;:orlav."i;de:;o=.es

Of SeisRlic ac'iiVity a!VZ X Cable UO 173.'Ch B. rough r-ig".r that 1

fo. cl rc Qxoll of t»G d3.Per S3.ors cf 100 2" 1OHleters or belie

:-.inds oz t'x nas that. are typically o.. =:moor'=ance in a n axr'.ng

like this, thai. a sw~'.l)pie 3.er)cath o'". bc'-.see .'l 0,0 "0 a. d ";",000

43 years .'. QJ)a rG ion o,: Lli t dti'llleils1 Q'«ga O'La t3. 3 tice.. ly

')'Q
I
4I

roUgakly GQQivalGP'L 'to tPG h3.8'i or.LC 1 e"!)rd o. s'«vi)«r.c..

~eigtgrj eS Of who ~~~ « 'e vgov3 gi < -~ ' *)I,-'4

)Z nav r.o".. seen ar.:yone:::l.---" .'= for
'vpl 4 lv v« ~ '14'0 «1 c ~

1'3
Sg J GQQ" 3.«C) 4 .t ea($ )ieS 4 t)'.' " Q ~ G. lp );'«~ 'v r' .3S))n44'.":,.G

approachs d so that 's Ule b a S 3. H OZ i~,v')'3.'Li'. 0'-" v

~4')i~Gre arG these calcQlat3.ons.
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Co
agb6 A They'e in the paper we referred to earlier, the

i

1976 paper on maximum earthquakes.

Q 'ell let's see now, so-did you do these calculatio

in connection with your work on utilizing moment Co predict
'

maximum credible -- maximum magnitude-"2

RS
W

g,r~!',

„'4

A 'C's generally useful in other contexts, but
1

C

that was the context in which I undertook Che study. I
needed an answer to the question that you posed: Nhat's a

good interval of time that you can have reasonable assurance

g

that you. have an adequate statist'cal sample to the largest

sized earthquakes.

And since I did agree with Allen regarding
the'ossible

inadequacies of short ecording time periods, I
looked about for a rationale for how one might define Chis

time interval.

I believe that. some people would sav tha" it'
'too long a time in erva3., that in fact —you know, I may

have overestimated the time interval. I don'0 think many

would say that it's an underestimate.

Nhat's the basis for your conclusion that these

22

ca3.culations that you did for the '76 paper to determine an

areal extent and a time are transf rable to a different

methodology, that is, recurrence rate kind of predictions?

A I was basically Crying Co answer the question

that I .think is the heart of what you'e trying to get at,
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g 1

4

namely, if yau're"~worried about whether your time interval '

is long enough then you. navg.to d..velop some rational- toj
.explain whether or not it is.

A

Also in the bac3 of my mind in doing this was* ~, k ~
'

newly obtained data from Ch'ina at that time and the i~!editer-

r'anean which seemed to indicate thar..periods of seismi'city
P

could change significantly over a time scale of centuries e ., a,-', „'~"

1"

And you have to understand that 'n those

-)

",<3

days ~ire were "having to argue against using recurrence curves

.- to describe -. — we had to argue against people using re-

..cur ence curves obtained over a. short period of time to

represent what averages might'be over a very long period

of ~~ e; so "hat's the framework in which X sought chis

answer.

Hho's "we+"

My colleagues and people 3ike Allen and generally

those professional seismologists who are as!:ed auestions

iS about tne significance of earthquake:.occurrences.

22

9 Xs it. you conclusion that this rule can be
C

". applied worldwide? 'et me be mitre specific:
l

Xs it. your conclusion that, this a eal e..tent and

ime that is f 2 0, G G 0 years, 100 ki10 <leters —is aooli cable.
l

worldwideP

That was the asis on which it was developed,

yes» X stress .that thi is not a very precise business but
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) 2

it appeared to me'o be a definite advance rather..sthan,

guessing without any basis at. all, in particular, w'th

respect to the variation in seismicity over pexiods of

.'centuries.

Dx. Smith, could I direct. your attention no~i

'o Page Nine? And on Page Nine, you'xe discussing some of

the factors .that you consider relevant to determining the

future seismic potential of a region.

On Page Six you list four factors: fault length,

slip, type of faulting, proximity of plate boundaries. I'Q

)
like to ask you about th's type of faulting.

On Page Nine, on Line l7, you say:

"Regions und'ergoing noxmal

faulting, a situation characterized by

horizontal tension, typically produce lower

stress ear~Dquakes. than those associated with

thrust or reverse faulting in which hori-

zontal compression is dominant."

Hhat measurements of stress release from earth-
20 quakes do we- have that. support that

Hell, there's a variety

published in the last decade, since

~ pa-ameters have been investigated.

conclusion?

of papers that have been
4

stress drop and other

~iost impressive data

24 is for the San Fernando eaxtnquake for which, also, we have

the best, data set and perhaps the most is known, which
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/
was a thrust fault. But there axe numerous other examples

that illustrate this.
:3 I would say that there is abundarit data for

P

" high stress in thrust faults, somewhat less for strike-slip

'faults. And we have the least data xor normal faults.

I have generalized a bit here from some models
1

of'aulting whexe one expects, in a thrust fault, situation,

to have the horizontal stresses whi'ch are holding the sides

of the fault together. Those stresses are larger and,

therefore, for the fault to move it has to overcome largerg

.you might say, frictional stresses.

So the characterization I'e given here is

l5

partially related to We current seismological theories

about stresses opexating on a fault zone and also to that

data which we do have.

Let me ask you—I want to ask, you a little bit
about the data , but before we get into that , you used the

term , "stress drop . " llhat ' that '?

I think we might get a very cleax explanation

21

22

of that if we could let Dr . Frazier explain that perhaps

in the context of other faul c parameters because it is

an important one.

23 Sure ~

24 (I%itness Frazier) I'm sorry, I .was reading here.

Ily understanding of the ciuestion is what is
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stress drops ~

Correct.

Oh, boy. I'm going to try and make this very

simple.

As in magnitude, I think the Board has learned

there are several different kinds of magni'tude. The same

is true with stress drop.

Seismo'logists have sought the use of the word,

i2

"stress drop" primarily to indicate the difference in the

average stress over the rupture surface of an earthquake,

the difference of that stress before and after the earth-

quake.

14

That's a physical phenomenon that exists in the
'arth,and if we could just get down there and measure

'l8

that. stress before the earthquake at many, many different
points and then after the earthquake, measure it at many,

many differnnt points and then* average over the rupture

surface, that would be what. we mean by stress drop.

20

Unfortunately, that number is inferred, it'
an indirect phenomenon that. we infer in many different ways

and, consequently, it takes'n different nuances, but that'
primarily what the word means.

23 Nell, whatever this is, we get it from seismograms,

don'0 we, this measur ment'P

A Yes, we do. However I, personally, have a little
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difficultywith that and. I think the other members of the

panel do, too.

Thore are e-amples in which, when we deduce. this

thing, this average str ss before and after the earthquake,

when we deduce that from sexsmxc records there are cases
~L1

'whe're we can, go to the field and observe the amount of. s'l'ip

and try to get confixmations on how good our seismic techni-

ques are for ascertaining that physical number.

In a large numoer of cases, the stress drop,

'deduced from seismic observations is a measure of something

other than irhat actually happened in the earth. It's scm'ethi

different than the physical phenomena we'e trying to get

our hands on. So there are exceptions to that.

It's a look at the observed recordings and a

'umber that comes out of the seismic recordings that may

protr'ay other phenomena than average stress differences.

Nell how do we know what k'nd of stress is

19

20

'bei'ng produced by earthquakes of different —different kinds

of sense of fau3.tingP

Could I get some context'P It twould really help

22

23

me, I think.

sentence:

I'm looking here at Page i>ine and reading the

"Regions undergoing normal faulting,

a situation characterized by horisontal tension,
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typically produce lower stress earthquakes

than those associated with thrust or reverse

faulting...," and I'm trying to figure out vhat the

data is that supports that, vhother there are studies

that have been done for each of these types of different, kinds

of faulting, what the spread of'he data is for each of

these different kinds of faulting so ve can knur >chat the basi

for that statement is.
Yes, I think ve can get at that statement directly

without getting into several of the nuances of stress drop.

Dr. Smith pointed out or indicated the San

Fernando earthquake is an example of that kind of phenomenon.

A thrust fault is a situation in vhich there are large
t

horizontal compressions causing subsurface materials to

17

fracture. And a normal fault is one in which the horizontal
I

stresses are being relieved and the material fractures because

of lack of horizontal support. It's a spreading, whereas

a thrust fault is a compression.

20

And ve know from laboratory experiments an'd

other things that compression, when a material is being com-

pressed, it typically takes more stress to cause the

fracture to occam.

24

And an example o that is the San Fernando

earthquake, in which, from recollection, the stress drop for

the San Pernando earthquake vas on the order of —in excess
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of'00 bars which is rather anomalous for earthquakes that

large.

The average stress drop for earthquakes along
~ u. ~

continental boundaries or plate boundaries is 30 bars. And
'fP

here's an earthquake of something on the order of 100 bars

or greater; And aftershocks for the San Fernando earthquake';.-'-:,":,.",
r N v

which are also compression features; 'thrusting-type after-
'hocks,several of these are in excess of 200 bars, which

'f0

is really quite anoma ous for observed behaviors, just as a

kind of'n example of what we'e seeing here.

The Transverse Range, Dr. Jahns pointed out that

43

'there's a lot of compression in this region, and in that

region, we would expect to get fairly high stress drops.

If I understand your testimony, the current

16

17

20

theory is that this is what we would expect to see and

, we have a data point, the San Fernando, that suggests that

we have very high stress. drop in faults that are associated

with thrust characteristics, a large thrust component.

X'd like to know how many data points we have

for thrust faults.

0.3

22

25

Xf you would like a tabulation of data for thrust

faults on one side and a tabulation of normal faulting on

the other side so that w could, by,.eye, scan through those

that would take me some time to accumulate those, I don'

carry those kinds of numbers in my head.
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A

Mr. Pleischaker?

(Nitness Bolt) Xf X could add something to that,.

Since the notion of stress drop has been publishe

in the literature, the number of papers that deal with this

has grown enormously, not only in this country but'also over- .':

se'as including Japan and. the Soviet Union.'

And X would hazard that one could find over a

thousand measurements of stress drop published in known

q

15

seismological journals and those stress drops would relate

to earthquakes, down to very small magnitudes of one and two,

up to the 1906 earthquake, I calculated that myself in the

chapter in Earthquake Engineering. So that we have an

enormous number of measurements, X don't think anybody has

.ever catalogued them, it would be a matter of cataloging.

Ne do know that the average sort of stress drop

that one gets in California for the usual small-to-moderate

27 earthquake which, as everyone knows, is generally associated

29.

20

22

with the San Andreas Pault system and, hence, is "-Mike-slip

faulting predominantly, is about 60 bars.

And the San Pernando ear"hquake which was quoted

which was thrusting on the San Gabriel Mountains over the

Los'ngeles Basin gave something three to four times greater

than that. That has been carefully documented. There'

25

one example.

The measurement. of stress drop, however, by lookin
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at seismograms is a matter of inference, as Dr. Frazier

mentioned.. And my ovn feeling about. it is that X would give

much more weight to stress drops which vere calculated from

- the field evidence.

Stress is related to strain, as you know, through

Eiook's Lav, stress is proportional to strain. And if ve

calculate the strain along a fault in a simple way —and
/

I'm a great believer in simple models for these matters.—

they usually give fairly good results when it comes Qovn

to the point, we-could take say the displacement observed

l

1
I

-)
13

14

'17

20

on the surface shich for the 1906 earthguake ras about Wrac

meters, and divide that. by the width of the fault which could

be taken to be about 10 kilometers and that ratio is a

measure of the strain.

To get the stress, we would then multiply that

by the rigidity which —there vas a question of the Board

on that and it, was pointed out that r'gidity has the same
I

!

dimensions as pressure —so that then ve have something vhich

is equal to —the rigidity of the rocks. This would give

us then a stress drop associated with that particular dis-

22 J

23

placement over that particular length or width of the fault.

And when one calculates those figures, then

one f'nds that this relationship that Dr. Smith vas referring

- to is generally the case.
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On'how many occasions have those kind of field

measurements 'been derived? Is that something that has been

done a lot'P

A Nell in my chapter on Earthquake Engineering

~ I think I myself did it for the 1906 earthquake, which is

strike-slip, and at least tho other examples that I gave.

And I think that you'l find where geological measurements

are available in this country, one way or, the other in the

literature somebody has done that.

That is to say, when a geologist like Bonilla

publishes the amount of the slip and something about the

)
dimensions of the fault, somewhere or other someone would

have done just what I described. But it's very difficult to

keep track of it. maybe hundreds.

Are you aware of any study which has catalogued,

or * has drawn conclusions on the basis of field observa-

tions; and, if so, do you have any recollection of how many

faults were actually looked at for those conclusions?

A I don;t recall any study of the whole set that

20 I just spoke to you about. But there are studies which, in

the course of discussing the matter, would compare the

different kind of fault '.

23 For the calculation of stress drop, whatever it
is we'e calculating from seismograms—

Excuse me. In the method I describe, which I
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wb2 prefer, the seismogram is not involved.

Q That's based on a field study, X understand.

Yes.

Okay. But we'l go back to the seismogram.

And I think your testimony is there have been hundreds of

~ publications of these kind of things.

A; Many hundreds.

Are there lots of calculations for each of the

types of faulting? —that. is, strike-slip, reverse, thrust,

and normal faultingP

There would be many representa ives of each type,

yes ~

~ )3 All'ight.
Ii~ow with respect to each of those classes, can

you characterize the spread of the data?

A X would say that there rsas considerable scatter

I7 which is not understood. And many seismologists feel that

'S it goes to the actual validity of the mathematical model

19 that's involved in taking something from a- seismogram re=orded

2I

on the other side of the earth co say something about the

reduction of stress on the source which produced the"earthauak

itself . There 's a long series of m: +&e r~tical developments

between those things, much more complicated Chan I vent

through yesterday following the seismic ray from California

to Paris, or wherever we went to yesterday.
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(Laughter)

Okay. Let me move on, Dr. Smith, to another

statement.

The sentence that begins at the end of line 22,

"Zn addition to the local style of

faulting, the proximity of the region to major

plate'oundaries is important in assessing what

the stress conditions are likely to be."

Then I'd also like to direct your attention to a

statement on page 11 at line 20,

"Although still influenced to a certain

extent by the stress field for this plate boundary,

it is much less affected than those faults which

14 are closer to, or intersect the San Andreas, and
f

thus the stress levels and the earthquake potential

are correspondingly less."

Now with respect to your stat ment regarding

stress levels, what's the basis for that con ct.usion7

19 (Witness Smith) The basis for that conclusion

20 is my perception of how the plato tectonic model w'orks.

2i Q .. Now, could you explain to us briefly a little
more as to how'your perception leads you to this conclusion'

23 Xf one imagines plates of a giv~n thickness that

24 are slipping by one another riding on a fluid or plast'c

material underneath them, as our current view of the earth'





surface is, then. in a general way you. expect the stresses to
I

be concentrated near the fault which is the zone of low

strength, and generally to decrease as you go away from

the fault.
Are you aware or",the measurements of, Eanamori

and Anderson with respect to stress relief from intra-

plate earthquakes?

Yes, I am.

Now are those stresses,-- Do those stress

releases tend to be h'gher or lower on the average than those

we see from earthquakes on plate boundaries?

j3

A I'm trying to recall. Typically what we 're
'I

dealing with here are those like in the eastern U.S.

., framework of the operative process that is causing the

$ 5''

'l6

stresses appears to be different in the interioz plates.

I don't recall specifically whether —.The stresses may well
1

have been comparable to plate boundary stresses in some of

these regions, particularly where the earthquake seems to be

controlled by some local kind of inhomogeneity in the earth'

crust.

Perhaps my colleagues might correct me on my

recollection of Kanamori's paper.

23.-. I can check that.

Q- Let me ask you: Do you at this time have a clear~

recollection as to Kanamori's observations as to the stress
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re3.ease from intraplate tectonics and their compaiative

; Q
levels'' —their levels in comparison to earthquakes on plate

boundaries'R;
NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers.

I gather from the witness'ast answer -'-'; X

didn't realize this was a study done on=other than the

.San Andreas:, this Kanamori study that's being. referred to,
)

when the first question was asked. But as X gather from the

response of Dr. Smith, I'm not at all sure that this study

is in any way relevant to the California plate boundaries.

And maybe we ought to have some foundation.

CG
l3

And there has been no foundation '

: would object, on the basis of lack of foundation,
3

to questionin~~ on that paper if it is not in any way related

'to'he situation at hand.

laid that it is.
MRS. 8030ERS: Mould you respond to that objection.

MR. PLElSCHAE(ER: Ne3.1 what I understand is that

20

from reading Dr. Smith's testimony, the bottom of page 11,

he makes a statement which suggests that stress levels are

correspondingly less as we move from plate boundaries. And

Z'm trying to determine how he's reached that: conclusion and

how that conclusion fits with the observations of other

scientists that stress levels are indeed very high when we

remove ourselves from the plate boundaries.

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers. That
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explanation assumes facts no in evidence, too. X haven'

seen any paper. that says that, nor have X heard any witness
4

say that. And X,understand. that maybe that's what
P

Mr. Pleischaker is trying to probe,'ut he's not laying any

foundation for it that X've seen. There's just no foundation.

«

«t
XII t

3

X've heard the name of an author, period. And X haven'
'" 'I

I

*
„„*

heard that that paper is in any way related to stress drops
I

along the San Andreas plate. They may be, X just don't know.

And.'that's what. X'm asking for, is a proper foundation.

FLEXSCHAKER: Nell let me address two of

those things.

First of all the substantive issue. Xt's not

I3 stress drops along the San Andreas plate; what we'e talking

about is the diminuti'on—'or the relationship of stress drop

and distance. or proximity to a —quote ™- plate boundary.

That's the subject.f7's to the fact in evidence, that's right. And

I'm'sking Dr. Smith if he xecalls it. Xf he doesn't recall
X'll move on, because X don', have the paper here.

20

2f

MRS. BOWERS: Does the Staff want to respond?

i~JR TOURTELLOTTE: No

NXTNESS SIXTH: Pc rhaps X could clarify by saying

that X was trying to—
MRS ~ BONERS: Nell, first, there was an obj,ection

because of lack of foundation. And that objection is sustained..
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BY 'MR. PLEXSCHAKHR:

Q Let me ask it this way: Dr. Smith, are you

familiar with the writings of Kanamori and Anderson and

their conclusions relating to measured stress drops in the

intraplate earthquakes?

A'Witness Smith) X'm generally familiar, yes.

X don'C recall the details of just exactly what the stress

levels were.

$ 0

Okay. No further quesCions.

NR. PLEXSCHAKER: Can we Cake a break?

MRS. BOWERS; Ne'll Cake a 10-minute breaJc.

CD
End 3A '!3

(Recess)

18

I9

20

22

23
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MRS. BOWERS."We'" like to proceed.
V

I

le. NORTON: Before we start with the examination,

as I understand it., we met during the break and Mr. Pleischake

said he fully intended to finish 'with this panel today.

As I understand it, the Staff doesn'0 have a

. great deal of cross, and I presumably will not have any signi-
I p

ficant redirect. So I expect. we'l he done with them certainl
1

before noon tomorrow, probably well before noon.

That being the case, our next panel will be

Dz. Blume, Dr. Seed, Dr. Cornell, and either Dr. Smith or

Dr. Frazier.''m not sure which yet. Xn any event they would

go on Saturday. t4y guess woulQ be they would not be finished

Saturday with cross-examinat'on.

f8

And then Dr. Silver and Dr. Graham,

Mr. Pleischaker's witnesses, would come Monday morning and

we would send our panel home for Sunday, Monday and Tuesday

probably, and we would call them some time Monday to tell
them whether they should be back Tuesday or Wednesday to

re-take the stand.

20 That's kind of the way we see things unfolding

for the next few days.

MRS. BOILERS: This panel of witnesses will be

here tomorrow morning'

2IR. NORTON: Yes. Hopefully we'l be able to

finish very early tomorrow morning, if not this afternoon
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eb2 then, you.know, for an hour or so tomorx'ow morning, and then

we'd put the new pariel on.

hERS. BOWlHRS: You didn't figure in any Board

Questions. X don'. know how extensive they may be.

MR. NORTON: I appreci.ate that. Ne're just txy-

ing to give you our best. estimate, that's all.
MRS. BOWERS: Vexy good.

BY hIR FLHISCEIAKER

10

Q Dx. Smith, I'd like to direct your attention

to page 26. Before I get 'nto specific quests.ons about this

secti.on, will you state what it is you'e concluding in this

12 section?

(Witness Smith) I'm concludi.ng that for peak

instrumental ground motion, the fi.gures quoted in USQS

Circular 672 are conservative.

Hell, what's the basis for that conclusion?

The body of strong moti.on data that's available

18

20

to us.

Xs this for all ranges of magnitudes?

The conclusion refers specifically to the postu™

21
lated magnitude 7.5 earthquake in the close-in distance.

A (i<itness Bolt) May I add. something?

Surely.

X would like to follow up on Dr. Smi&'s answer

with my own view that I think that the value that he is sayi.ng
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is conservative is very conservative. ,X'was involved with ',;
1 1 1

the Alaska pipeline work which was the reason for the . writing
1

of this circular by the people at 'the U. S. GeologicalrSurvey
/

and I'n very much aware of the arguments that went on at that

Hr
1 tp

tlt

1

r

time
1

'(

I think that the evidence has become even

clearer since the circular was written that the px'ocedure Matt

was used by the U. S. Geological Survey people to scale up

from a small data base, so far as earthauakes of moderate

tlat

4

rl.'t (

','tr

el;,%'' I

)0 magnitude are concerned, to the larger size earthquakes,

larger accelerations, had fatal flaws, and that, a direct

scaling using magnitude is not, very sound.

Xf you read their circular carefully you'l find

that they work to a large evtent with a pivot point on the

1971 San Fernando earthquake which was a thrust earthguak

>- .. „'shicrh'appened to be recorded on a- strong motion accelero»
I

graph at Pacoima Dam. The accelerogxaph was located on a

1S
naxrow ridge and showed a peak acceleration, of about 1.2g

It is variously measured by people, but about that level of

20 acceleration.

Now for many, that was a surprise. Xt didn'

~ surprise me particularly. There are many reasons why one
I

wi.ll get high spikes of acceleration at higher frequencies.

25

If X bang the table with my fist, X can make pencils jump

up in the air. That is to say I can achieve very easily

~ ~ l~
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Q eb4 accelexations greater than lg, but, it. cex'tainly 'doesn'
f

affect the safety of this building.

The Pacoima record and this acceleration of 1.2g .

was a vexy important pivot point in their argument. Since

that time we have had one other record which bears X think

more importantly on the assessments. That was on September
»I ~,„

16th in Xran-, a record obtained in the City of Tabataz which
'

was five miles from the end of the fault rupture.
'

The fault rupture, again according to 'the U. S.

Geolog'cal Survey people just published in the Newsletter of

the Earthquake Engineering Research Xnstitute, was thrust-

4)3
tvpe faulting, so this is, according to the testimony that

we have given in this submission, likely to be on the high

14
side. And the magnitude, the MS magnitude for this earth»

quake is variously given as 7.7, 7.8. He got 7.8 at Berkeley

on;-our calculation.

So this would be the highest acceleration — I'm

19

sorry, this would be the closest acceleration ever obtained

on an instrument near to a great, earthquake, 7.7, 7.8 magni-

ude f and the peak. acce leration was about . Og, in flat

22.

24

/5

contradiction to the extrapolation that was carried'n in this

pa ticular circular which reinforces my view tha the basis

of that particular argument is on vary —shall X say shaky

ground?

(Laughte=.)

—and that X an certainly not prepared in ny own thinking
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G
to go nearly as high in. these peak accelerations ifwe'e... '.

A

talking about accelerations which have engineering signifi-
cance.

And I don't believe anyone in the room or who
Y.

would be involved in the hearings really. cares.too much

whether we'e talking about —'fwe'e talking about 50 hertz.
~-

Essentially everybody has to apply some sort. of window to

what they'e talking about. You don'~ have to be engineers

to realize we'e talking about ground motions in the range
U

of interest for structures.

3

Consequently, frequency ' terribly important.

I have no doubt that it's possible to get, very high,accelera-

't3 tions at very high frequency ranges. If you'l give me a

\4 hammer X'll pound on a piece of concrete and a penny will jump

up next .to it. Xt's easy to get high'sg it has nothing to do

t6 with the engineering range of interest.

17„ And if we look at it in that contact it seems to

me that Dr. Smith, in preparing ~his work, has been— not

;=.0

addressing just, conservative but he s addressing a value which

in'y'ind is extremely conservative.

I just wanted to follow up with that comment.

Dr. Bolt, have you studied the Diablo Canyon

structu e?

Have I studied the structure?

25 Yes ~
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I paid a visit to it, but I'm not an engineer so

I can'0 comment on the detailed engineering of it. It looks
I

mighty strong to me.

(Laughter.)

NR. PIZXSCHAKER: On the basis of that response,

I'm going to move to strike all of that part. of, Dr. Bolt.'s

testimony that has to do w'th the response of this structure.

The Applicant is going to present. a panel which will testify
about, engineering response, about the subject of effective

acceleration versus instrumental peak acceleration, which I
think has been raised here in Dr. Bolt's co~i~nts.

3
12 However, X think it is inappropriate to get into

it 5t this time, and because Dr. Bolt has not participated

15

16

17

18

in the analysis of the response of this facility, I would move

to strike those —only those portions of his comments that

have to do with accelerations and possible response on the

Diablo Canyon structure.
'I

MR. NORTOIJ:. Mrs. Bowers, before the Board:

makes a decision or X respond, ~ I would like tohave Hr. Bloom

20 read back Mr. Bolt's comments, please.

X'm absolutely certain Dr. .Bolt said absolutely

nothing about the Diablo Canyon structure in his prior respons

until he was asked by Mr. Pleischaker "Have'ou seen the
l

structure2" I don', think Dr. Bolt said one word about the

,'. Diablo Canyon structure. X. don't even have to hear it back.
I
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I'm 99.99 percent he did not.

HRo FLEISCHMMR:

I may withdraw my objection.

=5850

a

Okay. Let m hea- it back and

MRS o BOWERS: Hr o Tourtellotte, do you want to

comment?

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: I think X""d like to hearit

before I comment.

(Whereupon the Reporter read from the rec'ord '

as requested.)

MRo NORTO~iI: Mrs Bowezs, my response is, he

didn"-t say anything about the Diablo Canyon structure whatso-

13

ever~ or any other structure.

HR PLFISCHhKHR

and ask a few more questions.

Let m withdraw my objection

BY MRo PLEISCHAKER:

Dr. Bolt, you talked about a range of frequencies

in the engineering range ofinterest. Was that with respect

to Diablo Canyon?

(Witness Bolt) Well X've been asked over t'xe

20

21

years to give engineers advice on ground motions for many

structures, and I was speaking generally when I said that.

9 All right. So that remark was not directed

specifically to Diablo Canyon, was it?
A I didn'ave Diablo Canyon in my mind when I

said that.
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Q I believe you concluded that the accelerations.
t

at the site were — Nell, ~ were your conclusions with respect

to the conservatism of d acclerations at the site, .15g:

were they referenced'= was there any reference to a

fr quency range of interest?

7

I'hink .15g is too low fo- the site.

I m sorryg le15ge

bhen I think in terms of something that i's mean-

ingful in the engineering contezt I generally think of

30 frequencies of 15 hertz and lower. Some big structures like

long bridges: these days the engineers want to go out to ten

12 'r more seconds, so that's the kind of frequency range that. I-

have in mind,.l5 hertz up to, fractions of a hertz.

Nell, how then can you— Are you familiar with-
the frequency range of interest at Diablo-Canyon? . I think

you'e angered that question, haven't you?

A I'm familiar w'th ih because I'e seen the kind

of spectra that Per. B3ume and others have worked with.. I'm

quite familiar «ith response spectra. I calculate them and

I lecture students on them.

Okay

I give a course called '"Strong Notion Sei mology"

in which I deal with these things, and hope to write a book

on the subject in, the next year or so.

Nell, Dr. Bolt, your conclus'ons regarding the
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3

expected peak instrumental accelerations at the site, how are

those related to structural response, if at allT

Nell, the peak acceleration that, is given by

seismologists to an enginee 2

Ho. Let me ask you a foundation question.

Yeso

The figure 1.15g on page 29 of the testimony:

"A peak ground acceleration of l.l5g
at Diablo Canyon for a n~mum earthquake on the

i0 Hosgzi is a very conservative est'mate."

A Yes.

'5

20

Q . What does that figure, 1;15g, repzesen 7

A Hell, my understanding of it„ since the demand

on seismologists to provide figures for peak ground

acceleration is that it goes to the maximum sving, the

'aximum amplitude of a wave of acceleration at the site in

a frequency range nozm~~l3y somewhat lover than 15 hertz be-

. cause the stromg motion instruments that we have in this

country don"t give accelerations dizectly much above 15 hertz

and there is not very much interest in the very high fre-

quencies. There may be some for small items. So that's what

X have in my ~~d

Xs it what we call a free-field measurement?

Xt's a free-field measurement.

What does that mean?,
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That means there is no structure made )y man »g
enough to affect the ground motion.

0 strike

MRo PLEXSCHMSRc X'l withdraw my reEues'i

that X had earlier.

3d

,6

MRS. BOhERS: I thought you did.

HR. FLHXSCERKER: I'm sorry.
%t'

10

14

19

24
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:K. PLEXSCHA1CL'l4: X'd like to mark as Joint

Xntervenors'xhibit nunber 45 a document entitle@ OSGS

i0

Bulletin 672, and as Joint Xntervenors''xhibii'u user 46

a document entitled "1"stimation of Ground llotion Parasaeters,

US Geological Survey Open Pile ceport 509, 197U". X'd jus~

note that both of these are listed a5 reference iaaterials

in Dr. Smith's testilaony.

X'd also note just for the record terat in his

testimony, Dr. Smith —well, there's a typographical error

in USGS Circular 673; X believe it. should be 672.

AY ill<, PLPXS(.lhhl<HR:

> Xs that correct, Dr. Smith, on gage 32?

(~4itness Smith) X apologize. X didn't near

your question.

Q On page 32 —it's just a small point —on gage
'2,line 3, you list USGS Circular 673 ~ X believe tnat snould

be 672?

That's correct.

20

(~/hereupon, the documents

referred to were iaarked as

Joint xntervenors l"xhibits

nuv&ers 45 and 46 for

identi fication. )

24 NXTtKSS SNXTH: There were some other typos

in that bibliography.
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mpb2 t4R. HOBTO)'I: l"xcuse me, l)r o Bowers~

Ion X correct in understand-'ng tnat we now have

marked as an exhibit, one gage, page 20 of an article oy doore

and Oliver? X'm not sure if that's what's happeningo

iI 4S. BQ)lERS: That's what happened.

iIR. HORTOH: X would object. to; you know, a

page that's out of an article without the whole article. X

would object to any ~questions being asked on that gage. Xf

it, is just being marked and no questions are going to be

asked of. it, X have no objection. )3ut if there are questions

to be asked of it X, as a lawyer, can'5 do a very good job

without the whole article to base an objection or to look

and pursue where it's going.

)IR. PL)'XSClh~l<: )fe'r'e running into the same

problem. This is the article.
(Xndicatingo)

And l understood.... X know that this is citeu

18 by the Applicant as a reference and X assumed they would have

a copy of it.
20 JIRo )NORTON: Ãel3., we do have a full copy of tice

21
article here with us, but X don't know about the witnesses

and i~Ir. Tourtellotte and the Board.

HR. P)'EXSCHAlQ'R: Excuse me.

Does the Staff has a copy of the document?

liat X would propose is that we proceed and we
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will submit full copies for the record. And I 'don'. tnink,

since the Applicant has a copy of this, that he's at a dis-

advantage in terms of his redirect.

I'l be happy to xerox copies of it, to submit

to the record, three full copies for the record.

MRS. i30iVERS: Pine.

lamell, let's see if the Staff can locate their

copyo

While so>ae of this was going on, Dr. Smith

mentioned there were other errors in the reference, I believe.

:
Xsn"e that correct?

HXTi'1BSS SMXTik: Yes.

MRS. BQNHRS: Perhaps those should be corrected.

HR. TOURTHLLOTTE: Ne don'0 have a copy.

WITNESS SiIITH: These are mostly spell'ng errors

in the bibliography. I don't know as they are of substance.

But would you like me to make the corrections?

19

HRS, BOHHRS: dell, would they ue misleading?

WITHNESS S:1XTli: I don't really thinJ so

HiM~ BOWERS: Ne don', need them, as long as

they wouldn't be misleading.

Did the Staff find a copy?

HRo TOURTZLLOTTE: Xntervenors gave us one of

theirs.

HR. FLLXSCHAKHR: I'l provide a Zulu; copy for





the Hoard for purposes of cross-axamination.

2 i1R. ICORTOL4: Do you also have a copy for tne

witness?

t4Ro PLHXSCHAKHR: I do not, have a full copy for

the witness. I'l give this full copy to the witness, and

should we go beyond this and get into this report in any

detail> X will save my cross-ezanination and get a full copy.

l1R. TOURTHLLOTTE: The Board can use.our copy.

(Document handed to the Board.)

BY HRo PLEXSCHAKER:

Q Dr. Bolt, you made mention in the beginning of

your statement of USGS Bulletin 672.

13

14

{Witness Bolt) Yes.

And you have a copy of that before you, is that,

'15

17

correct?

I do.
I

!

What was the purpose of that article?

The purpose of t1 e article was to provide ground

19
motion values for use in the seismic design of the tTrans-

Alaska pipeline system.

Q How I'd like to direct. your attention to tne

bottom of page 3.

Yeso

24'here's a table designated as Table 2 at tne

bottom of page 3.
25
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mpb5 Yes.

Mould you explain that table to me, please7

A This is a table which gives the horizontal

ground motion in terms of acceleration, velocity, and dis-

placement, and duration for a list of magnitude earthquakes.

And there are footnotes which are important, which X won'

20

22

read now. But for example acceleration says that it is peak

absolute values. The velocity says peak absolute values.

And w are supposed to take these values at a distance of a

few, they =say, they say in brackets three to .five kilometers

from the causative fault.
l think those are the main points thai have to

do with the table.

24 Now as X examine this table I see over in the

25 left.-hand column a series of numbers under the title
Magnitude. And as I read across the page on the top colunm

E

it has acceleration, the velocity, displacement, and the

duration.

29

20

A That's right.
And then under Acceleration it has —well, tne

titl is Acceleration Peak Absolute Values, then it has four
I

columns, rirst, second, fiftn, and tenth. And then under

Velocity it has Peak Absolute Values, first, second and third.
Xt just has one figure for displacement.

Could you explain what those columns, first,
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30

14

second, fifth, and tenths and then the three colurrrns under

Veloce.ty represent?

Iso BOILERS: Before the witness starts, i'.
Fleischaker, .Ware is some underlining by ink and other

things. Is that a work product of Counsel?

IIR. FLEISCHAMR: Yes. Any underlinings or

anything in here is Counsel's work product, and I apo1ogiza

to the Board. I thought wa had eradicated it before zeroxing

it. I'l be mora careful next: time.

Also I notice that on my copy there is a line
'

going across from 7.5 across, and I don't know whether

that's in the Board's copy or not. But these are pencil

marks nude by Counsel, and I apologize for Mat. And we'l
(

be more careful in the future.

15

16

BY Iso FLHISCHAIG'R

Okay.

j7 Ha were back on explaining Vsis tableo

(Witness Bolt) Yas,

Mhat are these columns, first, second, fifth,
20 and tenth? What do they represent.

Nell, I'd like you ta think of an accalarograra

25

of the kind that. Dr. Smith drew earlier in the hearing which

would be an oscillatory line rzith various peak or maximum

amplitudes. And this table says that the largest of those

peaks would have for a magnitude 8.5 earthquake an accaleratio
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mpb7 accox'ding to this table of 1.25g; that is to say one and.one-

quarter times the value of gxavity.

3. The second column would say that the next. high-

est amplitude would have a value of 1.15 times g.

The fifth would be lg.
And the tenth highes't peak would have .75g as

the value. And, of course, velocity would be the same. The

firs« second, and third peaks would have those values under

those colons in centimeters per second

10

12

Xs that an adequate x'esponse?

Yes, that was perfect.

How, X assume the same thing applies —well,

13 does the same thing apply to the velocity colnms?

Yes, the same thing applies to the velocity

colUAQ'io

So the columns axe first, second, ancL third

17

19

peaks'

That.'s correct..

Xn the time history?

20

21

That's correct.

Now displacement is just one value?

Yea, displacement is just one value because

23

24

usually you find when you integrate the accelerogram, which

has many wiggles, you tend to smooth it, and the velocity
'looks smoother. Xt has fewer peaks. And the displacement,
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mpb9 The question is multiple. Xt lists'any things. I

3

Xt could be asked much more simply, X believe.

MRS. BONERS: Can you rephrase it?
iG'.o PLEXSCHMER: X'll withdraw the questiono

- The objection is well taken.

BY NR FXHSXCHAiCBR: 1

Dr. Bolt, is there any smtistical significance

to this value, 1.15g listed as the peak absolute acceleration

for a 7 ~ 5 magnitude earthquake in the 672 bulletin?

(Nitness Holt) X'm not aware that they went

13

into any statistical discussion, certainly not in the paper.

X see no calculations here based on tatistical formulaes

or distributions. '

value represents?

Hell, what is your unders anding of what this

Nell+ my understanding is that they re suggest.- >

ing that this is an appropriate value to design the engineers

—to design the Alaska pipeline to.
Nell, when you say "an appropriate value", do

20 you mean o ~ o o

Xs it your understanding t.'~at this is a strong

ground motion parmneter, or some sort of engineering—

23 Nell, it's not entirely a strong motion para-

=meter because in her the authors do go into some sort of

discussion that X can refer you to if you'd like about. how
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mpbl0 5 seismologi'sts have to keep in mind the angineeri'ng purposes

for which these motions are used, and they explicitly spell
??„"p

that out in har . That's not un"ommon.-
W

Q Nell, is it your UIlderstanding of this paper „f
? ?

)

that.'this figure l.l5g repres;.nts an estimated peak accelera-"

tion in tha fx'ee field'
? ?

A That's corxact, But they did have in mind that
?'herewas go'ng ~o be a pip> ine whi.ch would, be designed

70

based on these values, They say so explicitly. But they

do not give an indication as to exactly how they would have

changed the values if it had bean a hospital, for example.

??

Q X'd like to direct your attention to the para-

graph immediately above" the Lab'as, that begins'.

"'he ground motion values in Table 2

ara subject to several conditions."

Down toward the bottom of that paragraph it
17 states:

18 "They characterize fxea-field ground

motion, that is ground motion not affected by

the pres nt. substxuctures. They contain no

factor relating to tha nature or importance

of the structure being designed. They ax'e not

the maximum possibleo"

Now, what is youz'nderstanding of those

sentences X g ust readP
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mpbll 1 Nell, I believe they are in agreement with what

I said earli.er, that they felt that these were the values
I

that an engineer designing thi.s pipeline should start with

before his structure was placed on the ground. That's the
l

free-field part of it.
Nould you agree they'e not talking about pipe-

7'ines 2e'ell, I'm not su e that they'e consistent on

tha because —I would just like to refer you to the para-

graph above, the bold-faced™type ground motion values on the

same page:

13

f4

"The choice of parameters with which to

specify ground motion was guided by the design

approach adopted for the pipeline project. A

useful set for the derivation of tripartite

17

18

20

struccural response spectra includes accelera-

tion, velocity, displacement and duration of

shaking "

So I don't really think they'e consistent if
they'e trying to say that they haven't got in mind that,

2'i

22

there's going to be a pipeline built there.

my difficulty

1

'lou see, that'
I

How it may not have made any difference, but

24 when I read this they do talk about the pipeline.
Do you see my problem?
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And X don%3cnow what's .in their m'nds. You'

~ ("') nave to ask them about that. But. X have some
problems'nd

SE g

$ 0

$ 2

13

20

22

'74
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3F wbl I understood from your testimony that you had

participated in some of tnis work.

X did.

Did you participate in the writing of this paper'P

I didn't write the paper, of course. I did have

one great effect, which may have been the only effect that

my discussions had at the meeting at Nenlo Park. And that

10'6

was at that stage that the draft had the title "Representative

Ground NOtion Values," and after I attacked that they took

out the word "representative."

So tha 's my only claim to having any major

effect on this paper.

Q I'd like to go back to that paragraph about

ground motion values that you just read and see if maybe
I

we can reach some understanding as to the meaning of that

paragraph.

Xn that paragraph on the second line it says:

"The choice of parameters with which

to specify ground motion was guided by the design

20 approach."

21 Does that say anything about pipelines or struc-

tures?

24

25

Design approach adopted for the pipeline project.

MRS. BONERS: Where are you reading, Mr.Fleischake

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Above "ground motion values,"
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which is in bold type, and then in that paragraph there just

immediately above that.

HR. NORTON: X would suggest. that- this line of

questioning is taking. on the tenor of a gumentative, and would

object on that basis. The words say what they say. They'e

aow been rea5..three times and counsel is trying to argue as
r

to what they say.

BY MR. PLEXSCEIAKI R:

Well, would it be consistent with—

$ 0 MRS. BOWERS: Wait a minute. There's an objec-

tion here.

* 'i'7 Do you want to respond to the objection2

MR. PLEXSCEVKER: Xs there an abjection to a

20

22

23

specific question'P

AIRS. BOWERS: Do you want to restate the

objection2

MR. NORTON: The objection is he keeps arguing

about what the words say. And X think the door is now closed

as to what the words say. And X'm just objecting to further

questioning along this line.

MRS. BOWERS: Nell the witness testified that he

did not participate in the writing of this document.

Xsn't that correct, Dr. Bolt?

WXTNBSS BOLT: hat's correct.

MRS. BOWERS: Does the Staff have a position on
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NR. TOURTELLOTTE: No

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: X can ask him a question without,

being argumentative. Xf he doesn't know the answer
X'll'ove

on.

MRS. BONERS: All right. Pine. . The objection

is sustained.

BY MR. PLEXSCHAKER:

Would it be consistent with your understanding

of the meaning of the words in this first sentence here that

by "design approach" USGS is referring to an approach which

specifies utilizing a free field peak 'nstrumental accelera-

tion'2

(Nitness Bolt;) Yes.

lilell, Dr. Bolt, we got, off on this by t~ing to

decide —bv my asking you a question about the meaning of

1 ~ 15.

Yes.

And X di ect your attention now to page !, the

21

Cop of the page. And there in the top of the paragraph there

it says "They are. not the maximum possible."

22

23

Yes, X see that.

Does that, refresh your

to what the 1.15 means in t rms of

magnitude of 7.52

recollection with respect

earthquakes with a
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0 3

Mell X would repeat what, X said earlie'r. My

impresabn-osas that they felt these were not the smallest

possible and they may not, be the largest possible, but these

were the values that they took to be important for the

engineers to use since they gave them no other values. This

wa's the important table in their design of the pipeline.

Q Does that mean for a range of 7.5 earthquakes

on avexage we would expect to see a peak absolute value
I

acceleration of 1.15g as you understand the meaning of this

10 table7

j II

L

C

f

X'm not prepared to agree with that statement,

because the way that this table was used was that certain

zones in Alaska were specified as being zones in which a

magnitude 7.5 earthquake was likely, or a magnitude 5.5

magnitude was likely in another zone.

And the suggestion was that one would enter

this table and read off 1.15 against the 7.5 and use that in

the zone,

Now X don't know what deeper meaning was invo1ved

21

23*

than that. Xt was just a rather straightforward intent. And

as to the statistical side of it, X think this is not the

paper which deals with that.

X could help you perhaps by reading part, ox the

abstract in which they say, at the bottom:

"Por magnitudes 5 and 6 for which sufficient,
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near-fault records are available, the adopted ground

motion values" -- they call them adopted —'""are

based on data. Por large earthquakes We values

are based on extrapolations of data for small shocks

guided by simplified theoretical models of the

faulting process."

So they themselves —and X guess X must follow E

their own writing —call them "adopted" values, whatever

that me ans ~

Okay. X wanted to get to that. But let me

ask you one last question on this sentence, "They are not

the maximum possible."

Do you understand that to mean that should they

have a 7.5 magnitude earthquake U.S.G.S. indicates we may

see first peaks, absolute peak accelerations greater than

1.15?

X would have to say that in the way "possible"

is used these days, they'e saying it's not impossible that.

such things would happen. But "may" usually re-ers to som

probability. And they'e avoiding probability here. That'
I

why X don'4 like the word "possible."

Xt's possible that X might get home at five

o,'clock this afternoon„but it's not very probable.

(Laughter)

Nell let me go back to your statement that Hz.BLoom
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wb6 read back, where'you indicated that you were not in agreement

with the procedure used to scale up from small data base

for larger sise accelerations.

That's correct.

Z think you indicated that had fatal flaws.

Nhat is that procedure with whi;ch you disagrae2'.
II

Nell as I mentioned, a key to the'ir ~'rocedure

was to pivot on De value obtained at the Pacoima Dam site

from the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. And I felt ;at

03
13

the time, and I think there's same further evidence, that

that was a high value on which to base an extrapolation;

that if one wanted to go more to an expected value on which

to extrapolate one would have chosen a somewhat lessez value.

The other procedure that they used was to go to

magnitude 8-1/4 earthquake —X believe it was 8-1/4.

Excuse me a moment tillI find the e..plicit figure.

f7 (Pause}

18

19

20

21

24

No, X'd like to correct Chat, blr. Pleischaker.

On page 8 they say that a value of 1.25g was

adopted for magnitude 8.5, and the values for intermediate

magnitudes were interpolated between 1.25g and the value of

0.9g for magnitude 6.5.

Now in the fizst place, nobody has ever recorded

an acceleration f'r a magnitude 8.5 earthquake. And,

consequently, the only place that X can see where you can get
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wb7 2'he 1.25g is because you believe it's a nice looking number.

And it seems extraordinary to me that one would suddenly

.pull that out of the air and use that to then linearly

interpolate between —back down to a value of.ii.5, which is

generally recognized as a rather unusual recording. I would

have preferred it if they had explored the possibility of

extrapolating using some other geomegrical curve such as a

parabola. Nhy not use a parabola? Many people extrapolate

l
'

X

12'3

with parabolas. X don'0 see why a straight line. should be

used o

Nhy should a straight line be used? X can'.

understand. You clearly can't keep going st-aight on up

with a straight line forever. There has to be some truncation

of the moment. So the very mathematical basis of it seems

to me to be somewhat hard to defend.

Nell X guess the bottom line is that you'e not

in 'agreement with their straight line extrapolation; mell

18.

'l9

is it your testimony, then, that the straight line extrapola-
r

tion was utilized in order to—

20 This is what they did.21'nd you'e not in agreement with that'

22.

23.

X'm not in agreement with it.
Okay

Dr. Bolt, have vou had an opportunity to--
NR. NORTON: Excuse me, Yes. Bowers. X hate to
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wb8 interrupt, but I really need to take a break.

MRS. BONZRS: Ten minutes, please.

(Re@ ss)

4A fls

20

21
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l1RS. BOILERS: Ne'd like to begin, pl'ease.

BY )AIR. !"LEISCHAKER:

Q Dr. Bolt, could I turn. back to Page Three

again of the 672, USGS Circular 672? And again, I would

like to direct. your attention to Table T!ro.
I,E

~,

10

, Nhat part are you looking at?

of Page Three.

I

AIRS. BONERS: Nait a minute, X'm not crith you.,
E

E

I1R. PLEISCIUZER: This is Table &so at the bottom

BY I'K. PLEXSCHM(ER: t

Q Is it your understanding that the etxtrapolation

here is a straight--line extrapolation?

A (Nitness Bolt) The extrapolation at the end,

16

17

from 8.5 to 7.5, is straight-line. Xf you take those differences

you find thai that goes up by units of five over the whole
I

r
E

range, 7.5 to 8.5 which —I thought:re were talking about

extrapolations above 7.5.

i9
Nell, let's look at —let me clarify the

question then.

If we look at the data from 5.5 to 8.5, is it
your understanding that that's a straight.-line extrapolation?

!3o, that's not a straight-line extrapolation, no.

'ecause they say explicitly that the earlier icons in the tab3J

are from observation from their graphs. - So that doesn'

need to be extrapolated at the lower end.
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Nell, how about —they have here for magnitudes

—directing your attention to Page One 'n the abstract, it
says, there in the third papagraph:

"For magnitudes 5 and 6 for which

sufficient near-field records are available,

the adopted. ground motion values are based

on data."

Now, directing your attention to the bottom of

Page Three, Table Two, is the extrapolation from 6.5 to 7.5

a straight-line extrapolation?

A Just taking the first d'fferences, no, that'

'l3

not exactly a straight-line extrapolation in that range.

Of course, the 9.0 is an observed value, according to their
estimate.

So it is not a straight line from 6.5 to 8.5?

No, it's a straight line from 7.5 to 8.5 in the

18

table. Of course, that has an effect on the whole extra-

polation, of course, that's what I was getting to.

20

2i

22

Dr. Bolt, are you familiar with the exhibit.

that has been marked as Joint Intervenors'xhibit 46, which

is entitled, "Estimation of Ground Notion Parameters," bv

Boore, Oliver, Page and Joyner?

Yes, I'm familiar with it.
NR. FLEISCHAICER: lay I have a moment, please?

(Pause.)
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I

Let me withdraw that. I'l come back to that

maximum—

Br rm. rLLISCHmEa:

)
~

later. (

Let, me ask you, Dr. Bolt, you indicated that you
I

do not. agree with the procedures utilized in 672.

A - (Witness Bolt) No.
I

Q What procedures would you utilize to derive the'

A Well I have come more and more to the view that —,

-,
/

C s

Excuse me, let me finish my question so we
S

can make sure we'e talking about the same thing.

I'm sorry.

Q What procedures would you use to derive the

expected peak accelerations in the free field for magnitudes

of, the earthquake range 6.5 to 8?

I have a difficultywith the whole= approach which

uses magnitude as the only scaling value. And:I've written

about that in various places and given.my arguments.

't seems to me that, so far as the= site is
concerned near to the source, the radiating antenna, the

energy, the fact that the fault ruptures out auite a way

from that site means that the peak acceleration is going to

be limited.

nc

In other words, my house at Berkelev doesn'

- much care that the San Andreas Fault keeps on rupturing up
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past the Golden"Gate to Cape Ilendocino, because the waves

corn"ng back from the ends of the fault will be very much '—
will move to the longer periods.- So that. so far as the peak

accelerations are concerned which are coming from the part

of .the source which is adjacent. to the site, they'e not.

going to be affected by these seismic waves coming from

further away.

So on that model, X think that there will be a

fairly strong limit to the peak acceleration on the average,

12

14

16

18

that the physics of the situation indicates that the strong
r

shaking at, a site near to a source in the frequency range

of 10 Hz to 1Hz w'll not be vexy different, on the
average,'or

magnitude 6.5 earthquake than it. will be for an 8-1/4

earthquake.

That may surprise a lot of people because they

think, Oh, O-l/4 earthquake, that would be dreadful. Well,

of course, a 6.5 earthquake can also cause damage and

"does to weak structures.

20

22

And so it's not. just. a matter of looking at

damage. What happens in a bigger magnitude earthquake is,
of course, that the damage is spread out over much greater

distance. That is to say., over a d'stance which depends on

the dimension of the fault that's rupturing.

So that so fax as your question on the peak

ground .acceleration, in the way that X would estimate it,
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X would be limiting the extrapolations to. something like
0.6 to 0.8g and, at, the moment, l would think that that'.
about enough. X wouldn', go up much higher than that.

9 Well you said two things, it seems.

First of all, you said that on the average you

"would tend to see —in a range of magnitude.6.5 to 8, you

'ould tend to see the same peak accelerations, is that

correct?

10

That's correct.

And then you also said you would limityyour

14

assignment of the expected peak acceleration to 0.6 oz 0.8g

throughout that range of magnitude.

A The evidence suggests that to me, that that'

about the limit.
15 X'm not taking into account yet topographic

17

18

>19

I20

effects such as the zidge at Pacoima. Zf one was building

a structuze on some special feature, of course, there would

~have to be a special adjustment made for that, as part of

the seismological assessment. I'm talking about flat
territory.

Are you also discounting the possibility of

23

directivity?

X don'0 quite know what you mean by directivity.
i

Focusing.

I define focusing in a different way than some
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people, so I would have to have your actual definition of

that. I'm sorry.
I

I could'talk to my definition of focusing bu

that., I think, is not the only way 't's def'ned.

Q Nell there's some mention in the testimony

about the causes of the high accelerations recorded on the

10

12

ac'celerometer at Pacoima Dam.

.And I believe at. Page 26 there are two reasons

given. One of them is amp'.ification due to the placement

of the accelerometer high on a granite rock, and the second

one has to do with some —with the conclusion that there

was focusing of energy

That's at Page 26, Lines, I think it. is, 14

through 18.

Nell on Page 14, focusing is given in parentheses

17

following rupture propagation. And so I can speak to it
in that sense, specifically.

20

In other words, the notion is that-
Ezcuse me, is that. Line 14?

Line 14 on Page 26.

All right,. Thank you.

A The notion there is that. as the propagation goes

along the fault, there may be some enhancement of the energy

in the direction of movement of the front of the d'slocation

on the fault, the break.
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Xncidentally, that's not

to use the word, "focusing." Xt has

the way that X prefer

an older 'meaning in
~ ~

'

seismology which is the same as used in optics. That, is to s

there's this great big peak of rock down in the crust.

then, as the waves go th"ough that then they may be

affected by it.
Q For purposes of the question so-we can put it

'n context for the record, you gave me a 0.6 to 0.8g as

10

an upper-limit peak acceleration in the magnitude range of
6.5 to 8.

12

Yes.

Q And X think you indicated that this discounted

possible amplification due to topographies.

15

Yes.

Ny question is, does it also discount the possi-

bility of focusing as it's used here in the testimony?

Xt doesn'0 discount it entirely. X'm not sure

19

20

25.

that it's a very important effect used in this sense at all.
But to the extent that let us assume it is

important, and X don't think that's been demonstrated, I'm

basing my conclusion on observed records, such as the one from

Iran that X mentioned to you.

And so that if focusing is important, that effect
is contained in the observations in some way. So X'm not,

sure, you see, whether that's part of what one observes or not
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and so I'm not sure whether I'm excluding it or not.

Nell, I mean, it's part of the data.

But —does that mean that we throw out data

points where we suspect that, they may be focusingV

Ho, it doesn't mean that. It means that, if you

need another topographic feature you can see it, you know

you'e on a ridge.

But focusing is something which, by its very

essence, I suppose, in this sense, is contained within the

record. itself. You don't see focusing.

12

17

And so then when I look at observations, if
there is such a thing as focusing, it is contained within

the observations. But I can't point, and say, tnere's the

focusing, as I can point and say, there's the rigid Pacoima.

So I wouldn't say that my conclusions are much

affected by the motion.

4A 1S

20

22

24
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Hov do we determine how much of the Pacoima

accelerations vere due to focusing the high acceleration

there, the 1.25?

1 2g's we mentioned.

Right.
'I

The idea is thah since the hypocenter

earthquake was 12 kilometers down in the earth'

ve saw a fault, rupture at. the surface along the

of that.

crust g and

edge of

the San Gabriel Mountain, that the rupture or dislocazion

spread out. from depth up the fault and passed upvazds and

underneath Pacoima and reached the surface, came out at. De

(~
surface.

Xf there is anything in focusing, it. 'would tend

l4

17

to. —as X said befoze, ~&is idea of focusing is that if
you'e in the direction of movement of the rupture, that. it
vould tend to increase the amplitude somewhai.. So the Pacoima,I

8since it was in the direction of lavement. Of the rupture,

19

20

would be —vould contain this focusing effect,.

But X made no attempt, to take that. out in any

vay. X just. —if it is there, it's thereo

Can we have focusing w3.'ch respect. to both accel-

eration and veloc3.ty2

A X think it. makes no diffezence so far as Me

actua1 dynamical pazan~ter.

Are you aware of any —are you aware of
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the work of T.'. Eaton and the speci,fic reference is

5883

generalized ray models of strong ground motion. This is a

,Ph D. thesis at California Institute of Technology which

studied the effect of focusing at. Pacoimao

A I'm not, very familiar with that worko I think
f

maybe Dr. Frazier may be, and ha could speak to it
Okay.

Dr. Frazier, are you familiar with that ~rorkP

(Nitness Fraziar) Yes.

50 Q Nhat frere 14m. Eaton's conclusions with respect

to focusing of the velocity pulse at the Pacoima Dam'P

A It's funny. I observed the geologist sitting
up there trying to answer a question very simply, That

doasn'C have a vary simp3.e answerer.

He did several rupture models in his thesis,

l9

and two things he found with regard to the focusing phenomena.

One was that when he didn'C have a coherent rupture coming

. from the hypocenter up the rupture surface —I hope the

Board is grasping this,. it's a little complicated.. There"s

a fracture surface involved in the San Fernando a'a'rthquake.

And, as Dr Bolt pointed out, the hypocenter —that is@ the
t
1depth of first rupture was approximately 12 kilometers deep,

23 and this rupture broke and Che fracture surface spread

toward the free surface fairly deeply, and this rupture
Isu'rfaca is bast. —in common seismology everybody working on
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it has a poli t. just about exactly at this Pacoima Dam record
f

which was up neax a dam on the suzface of the earth.. This

rupture went right toward that record for a dist'ance

of'pproximatelysix ox seven kilometers, and at. a depth of

something like three kilometexs the zupture changed dizectionsI

and actually almost fizzled out and turned, at a lower angle

and ruptured onto the free surface and broke out some dis-

tance to the south of the Pacoima record,

10

And what fir. Eaton found in his studies and

others have found also is that when he modeled this process

he needed to have the rupture rather coherently rupturing

toward that record in order to explain certain phenomena

earth observed at —the ground. motions recorded at Pacoima

Damo

And as Prof. Bolt has pointed out in many meet»
)

ings, that there. is in the velocity record -- there's a large
)

extrusion when you look at the wiggley l'nes and velocity

.there's a big walloping. thing that Dx. Bolt calls "fling'.

'1 9.

20'

21*

Every time he has used the word X chuckle to myself. hler
f

asm usxxlg ito
To get the fling at Pacoima record require:

indeed that there is considerable focusing right''at that

xecord, The same was observed at the Eranian eaxthgua'ce

24

25;

that Dr. Bolt referred to earliero

Dxo Bolt and myself have both look d at the record<
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mpb4.$ and- we see a fling associated with that zecordo So indeed

3,

there is focusing in the velocity of that zecoxd, — And
1

neither Dro Bolt nor myself would take that out, of the data

set

That. also occurS at Pazkfield Station too, there

is indeed focusing occurxing.

7-' Didn't Mr. Eaton conclude that 'focusing or

dixectivity worked in the opposite direction with respect,

to the acceleration pulse?

12

13

16'7

A Oh, indeed not. The accelezation record is

certainly influenced by the rupture moving toward the xecoxd,
I

The thing that you may be xefezring to is that

Eaton as well as myself and many o&er reseazchezs on this
subject have found that. from all available data the peak

acceleration of 1.2g at Pacoima Dam probably was not a direct

result of this focusing, noo lt probably occurred from a

slightly different phenom non which simply means that you

have a remarkable xupture going xight at that instrument,

l9 and it did not cause accelerations that wex'e excessive.

So that the Pacoima Dam record for accelexa-

tion doesn't reflect a significant component of focusing?2?'o, I think it does. I think it's very clear

that it. does.

Q Pox accelerations?

25 Yes
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(Ãitness Bolt) If you'e puzzled about thatf

could I clarify it a little for you?

Yes. I guess I don'. understando

A Dr. Prazier's talking about-two parts of the

6 record,'he part. that. he is referring to is the pulse. You „

said the acceleration. The pulse or the fling"is an
earliex'art,

you see, and its peak accelexation was only reached

from memory at .4g. The high peak ox acceleration, the 1.2g,.

IO occurred very. much later in the recordo Xt was a very much

higher frequency and is not. related co his explanation in

,
<3

terms of focusing at all. But. that is not to be coming from

some more complicated phenomena as the pulse broke out at

the surface of the earth and, produced other kinds of waves.J5'o there is really no —he's talking about—
thex'e ax'e Garo different peaks of the record we'e talked

about here

I'm surprisedo

Let. me seeo Maybe I haven'0 heard properly

2'f

what it is that you'e saido

There is on the accelerogram recorded at Pacoima

Dam a peak acceleration which has been set at 1.25, or 1.20g?

(Witness Praz'er) Yeso

Is that correct?

Yeso

~ L
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How, is it youx testimony that focusing contribu

ed. to 'that peak accoleration2

A The 'eype of focusing that. resulted from the

deep x'upture rupturing toward the record, torrard Pacoima Dam

Recording Station in the eaxly six kilomstex's of De break-

8

9

1P

ing part of the rupture probably did not contribute signifi-
cantly to the recoxding at 1.2, or thereabout/ peak accelera-

tion

Q Ãe3.1, can you ~~lain thaC statement with this

statement Can you explain that statement —how''i.s that,

statement consistent with this s~mtement in the testimony

at page 26: lines 14 through 18:

'l6

17'As
an example, the Pacoima record of

the San Fernando earthquake which showed acceler-

ati.ons up to 1.15g, was most likely a result of

both focusing of energy due to rupture propaga-

hion and amplifica~on due to the location of the

instrument on a ridge o

(Nitness Bo3.t) That's very simple, because

20 here we'e talking about the Pacoima record. Tha"'s the

whole time history. And so we'e saying that to explain the

'whole record —we'e not saying we'e e~laining the 1.15g

here, if you read that sentence, but m explain the whole

~ record. That,'s the 'noun, the subject of the verb.

I understando

"5
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Let me to, Dr. Bolt, to the first point you were

making about average peak accelerations one would e:cpect to

see in the range of 6.5 to 8.

Have you done statiskica3. correlations on this

matter, or any kind of—
When you say 6.5 to 8, you'e speaking of magni-

tude?
I

Magnitude. Yes.

For the Alaska Pipeline I made a study which

involved some statistics. And that was done for the pipeline
l

company at the request of Professor Newmark.

) " .Okay.

a xeference?

That's not. in the testimony, is it? Xt's

A Nell that; was proprietary, of course. BuC you

asked me had I done it, and the answer is-Yes, I have.

Okay.

17 - There is a paper cited in the testimony by Hanks

and Johnson called "Geophysical Assessment of Peak Accelera-

19-

20

tions." Have you had an opportunity to review that parti-
cular document?

21 A I have read it. That was in 1976. I would have

to f'ollow thxough the paper with you. X don'C xecall any

detail about this papex .

Q Nell X'm not ure X ought to be talking to you,

Dr. Bolt, or to Dr. Smith, because I think he wrote the
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'

testimony. And rather than cross-examine you on 'the basis
)

of a paper you haven'0 read, let me talk to Dr. Smith.

Dr. Smith, let me direct your attention to
3

page 28, at the top of the page, lines l through 3, where you

quote Hanks and Johnson.

Now this 'is a paper that you relied on to reach.
Jt l

>',=,
r-'omeof your c'onclusions here2 —Hanks and Jolnsonl

'I 'I )

{Witness Smith) Yes.

NR. FLEXSCHM<ER: X'd like to mark this paper,

$ 0 Hanks and Johnson, as Joint Xntervenors Exhibit, 47 for ~ I

purposes of identification.

(Nhereupon the document referred to

was marked for identixication as

-Joint Xntervenors Exhibit 47.)

BY NR. FLEXSCHM&R:

You quote Hanks and Johnson as having xeached

i

) 'Ii
)

17 the conclusion that there is no magnitude-dependence of

peak. accelerations above magnitude 4.5.

(Witness Smith) Yes.

20 Where do youfind that conclusion in this paperP

Page 964, about, two-thirds of the way.down.

22 "Nevertheless, the principal observation-

2S:

24I

al interpretation of this study is that, in the

absence of these effects, peak accelerations at

distances of less than l0 kilometers would be
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0
independent of magnitude and, therefore, that

causative processes in the source region are

independent of magnitude."

Certainly this interpretation seems reasonable

30

for magnitudes between 4.5 and V.l.

Did you find that7 Tt's two-thirds of the way

down on page 964. I think the conclusion is phrased in other

ways throughout the paper. And one would reach the same

conclusion by looking at their figures where they plot—
like Figure 1 on 962, wh re the logarithm of peak accelera-

tion is plotted as a function of earthquake magnitude.

14

Nhere is this?

Figure 1 on page 962.

Doesn't this data indicate that the

probability of high peak accelerations increases as you

,go up the magnitude scaleP

17 No, the principal point, that. Hanks and Johnson

'PP,

23

are trying to make is that the peak accelerations seem to be

controlled more by the local. stresses than they. — do by the

magnitude. This is a fairly new concept, but that's the

principal thrust of this paper.

Q Have they reached any conclusions in this paper

regarding the probability of large magnitudes with respect

to-- excuse me; large accelerations with respect, to magnitudeP

X don't believe so. There are, I believe, some
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comment'in here regarding the accident'al superposition of

:,*waves from different parts of a large fault surface that

might, on the average, give you a slight statistical increase

in probability.

Nhat are those co~i entsP

Nell I just noticed—

HR. HORTOH: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers. I 'r>ould

TO

'j2'uggest

if he's asking a range of questions and 'Mien asking

where to pinpoint in the paper, that Mr. Smith be given a

minute or two to glance through the entire. paper so that he

can more readily answer thecpestions.

I It's not that long a paper, and I would suggest

that maybe in a few minutes he could skim through it and
I

make notations of where the different conclusions are,

]7

rather than jumping around trying to find them. Because,

as I'm looking at these papers I see conclusions all over.

They.'re"not just in one spot.

18

End 4C

21

25.
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0
suggestion.

MRS'" BOWERS Nel1 g that' a very reasonable

h

MR, NORTO14: Thank ycu

(Pause.)

MRS. BONERS: Am X correct, that we will not be

finishing with these sricnesses by five o'clock'P

MR. PLEXSCHAEER: ~ That's correct.
kP

MRS. BOWERS: Hell, then it might be better for

us to recess now rather than for us to sit, here and—

WXThESS SMXTH: X m essentially finished with my

review.

MR. IlORTOH: Xf there aren't a lot, of questions

f3

$ 9

20

21

perhaps we can dispose of it.
NXKKESS SIXTH: X.think there is little doubt

that. the principal conclusion of the paper is as stated in

numerous places, like on page 963, the section headod "The

Dependence on Magnitude."

"Although there is considerable

scatter in the observed peak accelerations at

any magnitude level in Figure 1, the peak

accelexations at R ='0 km considerodin this study

are essentially ind p ndent of magnitude fox

magnitudes greater than 4-1/2.'"

24
Her Cere are a number of other discussions about

~\

the .model that Hanks 's proposing which are interesting
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in some cases call for some possibility of some statistical

probability of increasing peak acceleration with, magnitude

be this effect seems to be-»

For example, as described at about the middle
of'age

964 —X think this is Che point you'e getting to - he

,says:

"Clearly the p obability of such

interference occuring |br phases with predominant

frequencies of 20 hertz or less decreases with

10 decreasing magnitude."

So" he4s getting at— Let's see.

CQ
43

"Zn. this connection, it is note-

worthy that almost all of the indicated. increase

of peak accele ations at distances of 10 kilo-
meters with magnitude across the entire range

between 3.2 and magnitude V.l occurs in the

restricted range, magnitudes between 3.2 and

4-1/2e"

20

2j

So he's proposing a physical process here and
I

giving some arguments about what one might expect to see in

the data

BZ HR, PXZXSCHM&R:
I

X didn't mean to cut you off. Go ahead.

(witness Smith) Z guess Z'm pu-zled by your line

of questioning b cause it sounds in some way that you'e
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implying that X misinterpreted Hanks and Johnson's result

~
'

j

~ ~

in my testimony; Xs that what you'e asking7

Q No, XZ we were to restate this as Eanks and

Johnson had, they would 'say that youx'estimony would read,

X suppose, as their sentence is, that it's essentially

a given xange.

Now my question is haven't Hanks and Johnson
I

also made statements about tho probability of high peak

w

II

13

accelerations as one moves up the magnitude scale?

And X dir'ct.. your attention specifically to the

first. full paragraph on page 964 and the second full para-

graph on page 964

'es,

X see the paragxaph and as part of the model ~

he's proposing he has given the rationale for why one might

expect to see a statistical pxobability of increa'sing peak

motion, and he seems to be using that to explain tl)e 3..15g

at Pacoima Dam.

Do you disagree with that conclusion?'

HR. NORTON: Excuse ma, Nrs. Bowers. X'm not,

21 sure which conclusion "that conclusion" is.
PLEXSCIREHR: "That. conclusion --'".

IIR. NORTON: X haven't heard Dr. Smith say any-

thing about a conclusion, and as X read the paragraph in
cjuestion-X don t see any&ing about a conclusion, so X'm not
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eb4 quite sure what conclusion we'e talking about, other than

Nr. Pleischaker's. And I would suggest if he read the

paragraph carefully he would rephrase his question.

BY HR PLEXSCHAKER:

The sentence that I focussed on was "por exactly

8'he
same xeason, of course; peak accelerations at

~ '

R approximately equivalent to 10 Km .in excess of

lg for magnitudes greater than, or approximately equal to

4.5 earthquakes are not difficult, to rationalize. And the

probability of such an occurrence clearly increases with

increasing magnitude."

A (Witness Smith) Right; I agree totally. And

the point of refexence is the pxeceding sentence where he

,14: says,

"Xn this sense the 1.15g valu'e

16

20

21

obtained at Pacoima Dam need represent little
more than expected scatter from a magnitude-

independent value of perhaps 1/2g," etc., etc.

Q In plain English, does this all mean that for
magnitude, say 5.5 to 8 we would see the highest peak that
we could expect to observe —excu e me; at magnitude 5.5 we

could see the highest peak acceleration that we could expect

to see at a magnitude 8?

I believe that's what he's attempting to state
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Q And he also says, however, as we move from

magnitude S.5 to magnitude 8 ere can expect to see higher peak

accelexations, higher probability of—

X think it's a sampling problem, basically; that

you have instruments out and larger magnitude areas arfect

larger regions, so it's more'likely that, you'l come back

with a record of a higher peak acceleration. But there'

ao doubt . in hi's conclusion here that the expected value of

9 acceleration, about 1/2g, is dependent upon source properties

l3

which are magnitude-independent. And he points out that--

By the way, X don't agree in detail with his interpretation

of the Pacoima Dam record. Because he has chosen not to

take any account of the location of the instx'ument, and I
believe there is a significant, effect in that.

But X think the conclusion could equally well

17

be appl'ied to any of the records which have ever been

observed for laxge peak motions.

18- Q Does the data to date that he has collected and
C

utilized suggest —Strike that.

20

21

Let me see if X understand your opinion.

Your opinion is that the probability of recorded

high'eaks does not, increase with respect to magnitude; is

that correct?

8o.

Okay. Nhat is your opinion on that?
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A , The larger the earthquake the larger the area

Qs

Q

that will he influenced by large accelerations, and therefore .r

the probability in your data set. that you w'll have some
I

high peak, values is increased. Xf you-happen to be lucky

enough to be in just the right spot for a small earthquake

,
you can also see high peak, motion.

,
Q' All right. I, understand.

MR. FLEXSCMKER: X can go on.

MRS. BOWERS: Are you starting a nor line of

questioningP

MR. FLEISCSP~R: Yes. I wanted to come back and

explore further Dr. Bolt's limitation— I wanted to explore

with Dr. 'mith his view on the limitations of peak

accelerations and.magnitudes, and a couple of other lines

that I wanted to cover.

16 MRS- BOWERS: Nell, we'l recess noir and we'l
see you at eight-thirty tomorrow morning.

20

(Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m., the hearing in the

above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at

8:30 a.m., the following day.)




